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REPUBLICANS STRIVING TO LINE UP

Tide Floats Off

COUNTY ATTORNEY CANDIDATE

Pulpwood From

The Republican party in Knox
Of the eligible younger attor
County is faced with a problem neys in the area Christy Adams
as the June primary elections has been in practice several years
draw closer. Apparently, none of and states definitely that he will
the lawyers in the county arc not consider running for the GOP
especially interested in seeking nomination.
the position of county attorney.
Samuel Collins, another of the
Curtis Payson of Union,
who city’s youg legal practitioners,
has served in the office three said Thursday that his practice
terms, announced last week that will not permit him to devote time
he would not seek re-election.
to a public office such as that of
The position, which pays $2,000 county attorney.
per year, removes the office hold
Galen Legaasey. the area’s
er from the practice of criminal newest member of the bar. could
law. Being the state’s prosecutor, be a candidate, but he has not as
he may not represent any per yet reached a decision. Mr. Leson charged with a criminal act. gassey entered practice in Rock
Many of the local attorneys real land in early October following
ize far more than the salary fig three years as a title lawyer with
ure from even what could be con the State Highway Commission.
sidered a small criminal prac He is married and has three chil
tice.
There could be instances dren.
where the fee in a single criminal ! It is understood that Alan Grosscase would exceed the entire man, who has an extensive crim
year’s pay for the county attorney, j inal practice, has been approach
It has been the practice for sev- I ed as a possible candidate. He
cral years past to “assign” the said Wednesday that he is unde
position to one of the younger cided and may not reach a delawyers in the area, a man just j cision for several days. Should he
starting practice and to whom the decide to run for the party nomincomc from the position would ination. it would entail a considbc welcome. Payson has been crajble financial sacrifice in the
more or less drafted for the posi- way of income from his practice
tion the past two terms.
before the criminal courts.

Ash Island

HEAD LIGHT AND TWO OTHERS

A number of cords of pulpwood,
belonging to Harold Ingerson of
Preeport, and stored on the sandy
beach at Ash Island off Ash Point,
took to the water Tuesday morn
ing as a result of the high tide
and floated away, a complete loss
to the owner.
Ingerson. working cutting opera
tions on the island, for the past
month, stored the wood near he
water for easy loading and trans
portation.
The high tide Tuesday morning,
reported at eight feet, undercut
the sand under the front of the
load causing several cords to float
off into the water. The wood was
spotted by residents during the
morning floating along the coast.
Ingerson had storm trouble once
before this year last October when
a 36 foot power boat, owned by
him. snapped its mooring in a
storm and swept up on Crockett's
Beach in Ash Point.

The Courier-Gazette has infor changed to unattended lights and
mation that the Coast Guard is left pretty much as they are now
contmeplating the discontinuance as to strength of light and charac
of no less than three lights in the teristics. On the other hand, the
Penobscot Bay area. Local Coast complete discontinuance of the
Guard officials would not confirm light as now known could come
the rumor Friday morning, stat and lighted buoys offshore sub
ing that they had no official di stituted.
rectives as to plans for aids to
Baker’s Island Light, near
Southwest Harbor was discontin
navigation in this area.
To be considered for discon ued last October and a lighted
tinuance as attended lights arc whistle buoy w’ith a radar target
Owls Head Light at the entrance attached put into use to re
to Roekland harbor;
Brown’s place it. Fishing boat owners op
Head Light which guards the en- erating in the Mt. Desert area are
trance to North Haven Thorofare. } now
petitioning
Washington,
Deer Island Thorofare Light and I claiming that the buoy is inadeEagle Island Light.
quate as a navigational aid and
The light stations could be I asking that the light be restored.

COAST GUARD RUMORED TO BE

Polio Victim Presented Wheel Chair

PLANNING ELIMINATION OF OWLS

EIGHT SELECTED AS CANDIDATES
FOR SNOW CARNIVAL BALL KING
AND QUEEN AT WARREN HIGH

Income Tax Takes
Big Bite From
City Payroll

City department income tax fi
gures seem to indicate that fewer
BARRACKS AND STEAM PLANT AT
city employees are making more
COAST GUARD BASE SOLD AND TO money than similar figures a year
Mrs. Sadie Robinson of West Rockport receives her first wheel chair from Polio Foundation Knox
ago.
County representatives who are from the left, .Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs. Constance MacPhail and George
BE REMOVED FROM THE PREMISES
The office of the city account Parsons.
Photo by McKeon
ant reported Friday morning that
The barracks building at the
The remaining brick and con 269 city employees had been sent
A 53 year old West Rockport
For years. Mrs. Robinson utili years of her affliction when she
Rockland Coast Guard Base is crete structure will be used as a
federal income tax statements for : mother of three, a polio victim zed a small hand-carved stool moved about by means of an old
■being razed by the Rockland garage for Coast Guard vehicles.
the past year. The income tax I since the age of two, received the equipped with handles for aid in fashioned milk tin pan. Despite
Builders Supply Co. The firm was
her condition and excess weight
paid the
government totaled first wheelchair she has ever own- getting about the house.
awarded the structure, unused as
j cd Thursday afternoon.
George Parsons, chairman for Mrs. Robinson still does much of
$44,524.38.
B.
P.
W.
and
Lions
a barracks since 1946. for the bid
The same report last year ; The folding wheel chair was patient care for the foundation the housework at the small home
of $1. some weeks ago.
Sign Up For
showed that 283 employees re i presented to a smiling, joking and present at the presentation, where she lives with her husband,
The sale of the building by the
ceived the statements which to Mrs. Sadie Robinson by Knox hoped that the chair would pro John, and children.
government to the firm entails the Festival Work
Also, present were Ruth Rog
taled $38,956.45, a difference of , County representatives of the Na- vide a much easier means of
complete removal of the building
1 tional Foundation for Infantile mobility.
ers, chapter chairman of women’s
slightly over $5,500.
Members of the Rockland Busi
and the filling in of an area under
| Paralysis in a ceremony held at
Mrs. Robinson, jolly and pleas activities, and Constance Mac
the building which is about six feet ness and Professional Woman’s
her small farmstead, a half mile ant setting her visitors at ease, Phail. Knox County foundation
in depth, and fencing the area.
Club. 100 per cent strong, signed Chief Thompson
from Wes-t Rockport center.
recalled for the group the early chairman.
The barracks building was con up for work for the Maine Sea
To
Speak
Before
structed by the Navy in 1940 and Foods Festival this summer at a
tion?
'41 and was used to house some 250 meeting of the club held Wednes
Commander of
Chamber Chat
North P. T. A.
(B) Will you insist on immediday
evening
at
the
Farnsworth
men stationed at the base. In the
By Ralph Bartlett
: ate relief and future provisions so
building, in addition to the berth Museum.
A meeting of the North School | Troop D State
i that Mid-Coast Rt. 1 can enjoy
Wendell Hadlock. president of PTA Monday evening will hear
deck, was the base galley, sick
Following is a first draff of the
Police Shifted
. the long denied roads which will
bay, base offices, mess deck and the Festival Corporation, who Rockland Police Chief Bernard
type of letter 1 hope many ser
permit Mid-Coast growth?
visited the club and spoke to the Thompson speak on “Juvenile De
recreation area.
Troop D members, 16 strong of vice clubs. Granges and other or
(CL Will you combine with
The building is 177 feet in length. members, reported that all 22 of linquency as Related to the Rocktlic Maine State police, attend ganizations will vote to authorize
other legislators in a block (dis48 feet in width and two stories in the members signed the cards i land Area.”
ed a farewell party at the Knox me to send to every Mid Coast | regarding political affiliations if
height. The contract also calls for pledging their support in work
The business meeting will be
Hotel
Wednesday
evening
in candidate for the legislature.
1 necessary) to give leadership to
the removal of a signal and look hours and time periods they j conducted by president Charles
(1). Whereas the security of I the legislation necessary to the
out tower at the southern end of would bc available for Festival i Hare with refreshments served honor of Trooper Robert Upton of
South China who resigned after Maine’s schools, instituions and I high traffic-count roads of coastal
the dock which is 13 by 13 feet at work.
; following the meeting under the four and a half years of service.
commerce can only be supported counties and to protect Maine’s
its base and nine by nine feet in
Hadlock also reported that he direction of Mrs. Phyllis Grant
The barracks will also lose Lt. if the state has (a) sound high All-State highway development?
the section used for the lookout. It visited the Roekland Lions Club
1 and Mrs. Madeline Spaulding.
Maynard Lindsey who received way policies, (b) a branch of gov
is 21 feet in height.
The organization listed, which
the same evening and received
It was announced that those orders this week transfering him
The Coast Guard took over the almost 100 per cent support in a
ernment required to fulfill the endorsed this letter, have agreed
wishing to become new members ; to Troop E at. Orono. Lt. Lindsey
tiase from the Navy early in World similar request.
highway obligations of the state to notify their members of your
may do
by contacting Dorothy ! will leave Jan. 16. He will bc re
War 2 and has continued there.
♦o the general commerce.
individual replies or neglect to
The club became the first to re Stevens.
placed by Lt. Henry McCabe of
Offices of the base were moved spond in actual pledges. Hadlock
(2) Whereas: immediate
re reply, prior to the coining elec
the Wells barracks. Lindsey has lief must be given to miles of Rt. tion.
from the barracks building to the is scheduled to visit other service
i commanded Troop D the past 18 1. where 12-14' traffic lanes,
former machine shop building and civic clubs in the city that Barbara Whitehill
As a candidate we are confi
months.
some years ago, following a series have provided Festival support in
through “high
traffic count” dent of your interest in being in
Upton, whose father the late areas stand as evidence af un formed of the organized activity
of fires which damaged the north the past with the same request. Advisor of
j Lawrence Upton, was chief of the businesslike, impractical admin- of your constiutents.
ern end of the barracks.
The BPW members will become Rainbow Girls
Maine State Police, and whose istration of funds.
Racing of the building is sup
We hope the list of organizations
part of a large labor pool as
brother. William Upton, is a troop
posed to be completed in 120 days.
(3) Whereas: these overbur signing such a letter will be long,
Elected officers of the Roekland
signed to various booths or jobs
er stationed at Orono, will enter dened traffic lanes could never if your club votes to do so please
The boilers and other units of
during the three day festival*.
Assembly. Order of the Rainbow
the steam generating plant at the
the business field as an insurance have been permitted on a major notify me promptly.
At the meeting. Mrs. James for Girls, al a Wednesday eve
base have been sold to Maynard
adjustor for the National Grange. Maine State and Federal primary
The only recourse for voters
Moore was appointed festival di ning meeting at the Masonic Tem
Ward of Rockland for $1.50.
road, unless there were unsound when legislators are inactive on
rector
from
the
club.
The
group
ple
were:
Barbara
Whitehill.
He is to remove the boilers and
controls of State Highway respon such vital issues is to make it
worthy advisor;
Patricia Yorke, Lobster Plant
all other equipment connected with will meet again on Jan. 25.
sibilities.
plain that voters “mean business”
Charity; Judy pease, Hope; E’len
the.heating system from flic heat
(4) Whereas: All appeals for at the ballot box. Arguments arc
Workman
Hurt
Usually
the
people
who
And
life
Maxey,
Faith;
Linda
Fuge.
teing plant building which is located
relief in the name of more ra a waste of time when lack of re
apart from the other buildings of a burden are folks who allow their corder; and Judy Childs, treas
Two persons were released and tional practices have been denied
sults are hurting our general wel
conscience
to
burden
them.
urer.
the base.
one hospitalized after treatment on the basis that there was voters
fare.
The elected officers will be in at Knox County General Hospital
acceptance of
the legislation
Al a meeting where several pol
stalled along with the appointed ! Thursday
which has produced intolerable itically “wise” men were present
officers at a Jan. 29 ceremony at
Hospitalized was Henry Powell results.
the need for this letter was ques
the Masonic Temple.
27. of 46 Lawrence street who sufTherefore it is necessary for a tioned.
I fered two fractures of the lower voter’s mandate to bring to Maine
The general idea was that “Ste
Ah a general rule one good turn
'right leg when he fell while ic- corrective legislation.
vens is doing a good job for us,
builds up hope for another.
' moving a load of lobsters at the
To assist public, opinion to be
ROCKLAND'S
Independent.
Lobster
Company weighed in this mutter we are ask
I plant.
ing all legislators and candidates
LAST OPPORTUNITY
Treated was George Achorn. 48 to permit voters to know their I PORT ABIE T. V.!
FREE!
FREE!
of 94 Main street, who received a position on the following ques
TO HEAR
«»
deep laceration over his left eye tions
PYROFAX GAS
when he slipped aboard the Birds
(A) Will you activate the next
DR. BILL PIPER
Eye trawler Storm. He was re legislature to establish a busi
LEADS AGAIN
leased after treatment.
nesslike policy and program to
Rockland High School basketball gether with a branch of govern
Find the
- NOW CALL CAMDEN 582
player, Richard Track. 17. of 87 ment which is bound, by clear-cut
FREE GAS INSTALLATION
FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION1
Park street received treatment directives, to answer for new pol
Answer
SBRVICL
for a sprained right wrist suffered icy fulfillment in terms of the
TIIE VERY LATEST
I
DR. BILL PIPER
M
,
when he fell during a team prac- purpose of the corrective, legisla
No Deposit on
* Aluminized Picture Tube
ENDS OUTSTANDING CAMPAIGN To YOUr Need
ticc sesion. He wa.s also released
■ Handle nn Top for Easy
Regulating Equipment
THIS SUNDAY
following treatment.
Carrying.
,
10th ANN! Al.

Warren High School elected king and Gail Chicoine. sophomores;
and queen candidates for the com and Paul Wood and Nancy Nor
wood, freshmen.
ing Snow Carnival Ball on Fob.
The carnival will be sponsored
17 at a school wide election held
for the third year running by the
Wednesday at the school.
Warren PTA with Mrs. Gwendolyn
The candidates, a hoy and girl Philbrook as general chairman.
from each of the four classes, will
Other PTA members on the
vie for top honors for the votes committee are: Mrs. Evelyn Payof carnival ticket holders on the son, grabs; Mrs. Stephenie Heath
big day.
cote. white elephant; Mrs. Marion
Candidates were: Alton Gam- Wyllie. decorations; Mrs. Bertha
man and Phyllis Driscoll, sen Perry, cake and candy; and Mrs.
iors; James Kinney and Tobey Louie Wren, sandiwich and coffee
Messer, juniors; Robert Payson soliciting.
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SAT. 7.30 P. M. "TSa Sanity of Christianity'' or "Who's
Croiy Anyhow?"
Special Feature: Port the Pew Night; Youth Choir
SUNOAY: 10.45 JL M. "What is Saving Faith?"
7.oO P. *1. "Heaven The Home Of The Saved"
Hear Heaven Described
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Sunday dimmer

OPEN ALL

SOI Til SI’HOOl, P. T. A.

* Lightweight—Only 20 11>m.
* (I*e If In Your Kitchen - Bed
room. Playroom or Anywhere-

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 18
x P. M.

Only $146-®®

CARD PARTY

.•—•—Tai. C.md.n ««l«

445 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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DAV SUNDAY

14341

Refreshments, Table Prizes,
Door Prizes
Benefit Sooth School P. T. A.
DONATION 50c
For Reservations Call
Ruth Fogarty 19 or
Virginia Kunesh 2L1
5-6

ISLESBORO TAKES NORTH HAVEN
IN FRIDAY MORNING CONTEST
The heavy rain of an early first ily ahead to 10 and 12 points and
period North Haven basketball at stayed there for the remainder
tack quieted down to the weak of the game.
drizzle of a steady 10 point defi
cit and finally ended in the glar
ing sunlight of a 51 to 38 loss to
a fast and accurate Islesboro
squad in a contest played at the
Rockland Community Building
Friday morning.
The evils of the Friday the 13th
contest failed to hamper Islesboro’s accurate shooting center
Dick Trim who dropped in 23
points while teammate forward
Bradford Randlett found the hoop
for 20.
North Haven’s center Jackie
Brown fought a bitter scoring
contest throwing in eight baskets
and four fouls for a total of 20
points in a losing cause.
Playing nip and tuck for most
of the first period the game had
all the earmarks of a close con
test. Islesboro taking a first peri
od lead of five points pulled stead

so why press matters now.”
Of course, to me that is like
saying “we have a benevolent
King so there is no sense in both
ering about our laws w’hich per
mit bad kings to oppress us.”
As I see it. the absurd neglect
of Mid-Coast Rt. 1 could never
nave happened unless legislation
had been poorly written, however
I can be wrong
Let me know your ideas before
I sit down with Seth Low to talk
this over. He is interested in the
reaction of Knox County voters.
Besides, unless you agree I have
no right to stick my neck out. I
have counted myself, long ago.
and know I’m only one.”

Islesboro (51)
Rf. A. Smith 3; If. Randlett 5
(10); c, Trim 10 (3); rg. Babbige 1; lg. Engstrom; L. Smith.

North Haven (38)
Rf. Adams 3 (41 ; if. Brown
c, Brown 8 (4); rg, Ames;
Crockett. Howard.
Period Scores
Islesboro
16 25 36
North Haven
11 19 26
Officials: Ericson.

If I had my life to live again,
I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of
happiness—Charles Darwin.
RAIN

Let the rain fall, lei the sky seep.
As with grey shrouds it has since
dawn.
Let the clouds' bellies rip and
weep
Disconsolately: I’m no fawn.

Perhaps my trend does not make
sense.
What is It that I try to say?
It may well be. at my expense.
My mood, my thoughts, I can’t
array.
• Perhaps I struggle this to voice.
Aware that I have little choice):
There is no path to compromise
Th(, ordained cycte-dust to dust.

this respect one must surmise
The vain their faith in God must
trust.
When Freedom summons me I’ll
smile.
And without fear and without
guile.
Peter Cameron.
In

Mobilflame
S0C0NY-VACUUM
Bottled Gas
PULL UNI or
APPROVED APPLIANCES

MS VS

COMPTON’S
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TOP PRICES PAID FOR
FANCY LIVE POULTRY
Cull

EASY TFRMaS

NEWPORT POULTRY CO.

Isidore Poust

ROCKPORT, ME.
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OPEN EVENLNGS
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Complete with Rabbit Ears

R. F. Blaisdell & Co.J
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Appleton's Sprowl
Emerging As

Government Now
Offers Loans To

Scoring Star

Small Business

Appleton’s sharp shooting cen
ter, Dick Sprct/1, cau* ht (be Wed
nesday night against a Liberty
quintet scoring 27 points end was
still ablaze Thursday ni;;ht when
he racked up an enormous 22
points against a Warren team.
However, Appleton could only pull
one victory out of the pair of con
tests, losing to Liberty 57 to 44?
and turning the heat on Warren
for a 62 to 40 victory.
In the Liberty gam* , played at
Liberty, the invading team drop
ped to an eight point deficit at the
first period end and trailed the
faster Liberty squad by about
that length the entire game.
For Appleton. Sprowl’s 11 bas
kets with five throws for 27 points
were tops while Stan Jewett, Lib
erty center, fended off Sprowl’s
scoring threat by throwing in 13
two pointers four foul hims* If for
a 30 point total.
In the girls game the same eve
ning, Vanessa Moody scored 21
points and Muriel Ratten hit for
16 for Appleton defeating the Lib
erty lassies in a tight contest 49
to 42. For Liberty Sandra Scates
dropped in 17.
The next night, traveling to
Warren to the miniature Glover
Hall basket ball court, Appleton
dropped the winless Warren team
on Sprowl’s 14 baskets and four
fouls for 32.
Warren’s right guard, Waters,
kept his team in the fighting for
three periods with seven ringers
and a free ticket for 15 points.
Appleton, taking an early first
period lead of 14 to 6, was tied
in the second period at 21 all but
a quick foul shot gave them the
half time lead.
A hot and heavy third canto saw
a basket a minute routine employ
ed by each team with Appleton
grabbing a slight edge, ending the
period 42 to 34. The final period
found the Warren offense stalled
to a six point effort against Ap
pleton’s 20 points and the rout
was on.

Edward

J.

Stewart,

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Regional

Director of the Small Business Ad

ministration

for
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COME OVER TODAY. WE TALK
S7RAI0H TAND TO THEPOINT
QUICXLY

Return-address Your
a “bull’s-eye” for you. You'll get

Packages Quickly,
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EDITORIAL

COME FRIDAY THE 13th
It is always safe to talk about the weather, being en
thusiastic or critical as the case may be. These lines,
written Thursday, the fifith consecutive day of rain, with
the morning paper prophesying “cloudy with drizzle” for
Friday, and Friday the 13th at that, a critical comment is
indicated.
However, we make it a business never to follow’ the
trend if it is at all possible, and The Courier-Gazette’s
own weather expert, Captain Kenneth I. Orcutt, just vol
unteered the cheering information that the sun was going
to break through the heavy clouds. We are cheered despite
the fact that he didn’t say when.
*
But without aping Pollyanna we have to think what a
dreadful situation we would be battling if this week of heavy
rain had been snow instead, and our sympathy goes out to
the Floridians, who with every reason to-look for warm and
balmy days and nights, are facing freezing temperatures
instead, with heavy crop losses and widespread discomfort
due to houses ill-equipped to cope with temperatures aver
aging lower than ours in Rockland the past week.
One other queer weather quirk shared by us all con
cerns the fact that the unseasonable rains have led us to
wholly forget the long spell of i ecord-breaking sustained
cold which characterized late December and early January.
While it is an undeniable blessing that the rains have
brought Maine no damaging floods, every person who drives
a motor car any distance realizes that the constant soaking
has raised the old Harry with most of our highways not
of the permanent construction and road-patching crew’s
are constantly busy. In spite of their efforts, frequent
craters appear in the tar-topped roads, and erstwhile
smooth driving becomes a jolting adventure.
However, the intense cold followed by the persistent
rains have prepared us for anything on this Friday, the
thirteenth.

SQUARE PEG IN SQUARE HOLE
In the days of our youth we never intentionally missed
a baseball contest, especially when Camden and Rockland
crossed bats, for those where the days when anything could
happen and generally did when athletic teams from these
towns met.
One memory persists along with busted window’s in
trolley cars and excited crowds at the Washington Street
siding. Reference is had to a red wagon, Camden’s first
motor fire truck, which invariably stood on the high road
opposite the ball field. This truck was not intended to ex
tinguish fiery tempers, but merely to permit its driver to
watch the game he dearly loved, and still does, and at the
same time be ready to answer instantly if an alarm should
sound on that great melodious steam whistle on Knox Mill.
Of course the man on the truck in those happy days
long gone was Allen F. Payson, the same Allen Payson who
has just had the unusual distinction of being chosen Cam
den’s fire chief for the twenty-sixth time, rounding out
thirty-nine years in the department.
The public is a hard taskmaster and generally most
difficult to please, but public faith and high esteem for Allen
Payson has not dimmed with the years and he is a more
popular chief today than he was two decades ago. Also he
plays an unostentatious but vital role in the civic affairs
of the community and one example may be found in the
fact that it is secure in the minds of many of the middle
and younger generations that his coolness and sound judge
ment played an important part in bringing to an end the
enmity that once existed between Camden, Rockland and
Rockport.
Such a man is Allen F. Payson, long-time friend and a
solid citizen in any field.

GOOD MEDICINE FOR THE JUVENILE DELINQUENT
Possibly the most wholesome thrill this nation has had
in many years came with the spectacular announcement
that the forces of justice have caught up with the perpe
trators of the so-called “perfect crime.’’
No incident has been more injurious to efforts to com
bat juvenile delinquency than the fact that those who com
mitted the greatest robbery in the history of crime in the
United States had escaped detection or punishment in spite
of the best efforts of the F. B. I. and an army of other
peace officers. In the face of this situation the criminals
assumed the status of heroes and super-men in many a
juvenile mind, and led to frequent emulation on a smaller
scale. How could one say “Crime Does Not Pay’’ in the
face of such a successful crime.
Now’ the sordid picture is reversed. The perpetrators
of the perfect crime, the celebrated Brinks robbery in Bos
ton, have been discovered, most of them already behind
the bars and the remaining two known and fugitives from
justice. The shoe is on the other foot, the F. B. I. have
maintained their great tradition and solved the perfect
crime.
No better medicine for the juvenile delinquent could
possibly be imagined.

MEGUNTICOOK FISH AND GAMERS

Between the

SET FEB. 5 FOR FISHING DERBY

Gutters

A prize list for the third annual
Megunticook Fish and Game Asociation ice fishing derby Feb. 5
was announced this w’eek by prize
committee chairman George
Dodge, Jr. Thn value of the prizes
will total $150 and will be present
ed to the winners of the six fish
divisions.
Broken down, there will be three
awards in the pickerel division,
and tw’o each in the salmon,
brook and brown trout, and white
and yellow perch divisions.
Awards will be: salmon, tackle
box and a fly book; brook trout,
creel and thermos bottle; brown
trout, sun glasses and landing net;

Rhode Island and Massachusetts

today announced a new program
of financial assistance tailored to
the need3 of small shops, particu
larly in the retail, wholesale and
service trades.
Loans can be made to small
firms under this new program,
known as the Limited Loan Par
ticipation Plan, up to a limit of
$15,000 in Government funds plus
a share from the borrower’s bank.
The new program has been test
ed by the Small Business Admini
stration on a trial basis since July
6, 1955. It is designed to provide
term bank-participation loans to
very small firms—such as retail
I stores, repair shops, restaurants.
, dry cleaning establishments and
many other similar enterprises.
Interest on these loans has been
set at not more than 6 per cent,
with the requirement that the bor
rower’s bank take at least a 25
per cent share of each loan.
Mr. Stewart explained that
loans approved under the Limited
Loan Participation Plan will be
approved locally, and will not
have to be sent to Washington for
approval. These loans will pro
vide financial assistance for long
er periods to very small firms
which need additional funds for
expansion, modernization, acquir
ing new fixtures, acquiring park: ing facilities, adding a second lo
cation, providing additional inven
tories, and other purposes.
Under the new Limited Loan
Participation Plan, loans can be
made to these small establish
ments, provided they have a good
enough past earn ings record to
show that the loan can be repaid,
Mr. Stewart said.
There loans may run as long as
five years, a maximum selected by
the Small Business Administration
because a survey of the credit
needs
of small firms showed that
Liberty (57)
Lf, Davis 1(1), Wentworth; rf, credit from one to five years is
Knowlton 3(2), Palmer; c. S. the type of loan that would meet
Jewett 13(4), Jackson (3);
lg, most of their requirements.
Security will be required in all
Bartlett 5, Pease;
rg. Bowden
cases,
Mr. Stewart said, but the
1(1), K. Jewett.
participating bank will handle the
Appleton (46)
details of appraising and obtain
Rf, Fuller (2); lf, Pease 5, Gus
ing the property security for the
hee; c, Sprowl 11(5); lg. Moody 1;
loan.
rg, Demmons 1(3,.
Any type of security may be
Period scores:
considered, including mortgages
Liberty
16 26 47 57
on real or personal property, as
Appleton
8 19 35 46
signment of accounts receivable
Warren (46)
or monies due on contracts,
Rf, Wood lf, Cousens 4; c, Gam pledge of warehouse receipts,
mon 5(2); rg, Waters 7(1); lg. negatives pledge agreements, and
Wren 1(3).
corporate guaranties or personal
Appleton (62)
endorsements.
Rf, Fuller 4<4); lf. Pease 2,
Mr. Stewart said that the new
Gushee; c, Sprowl 14(4); rg, Limited Loan Participation Plan
Demmons 7; lg. Moody. Dearborn. should meet most of the unsatis
Period scores:
fied demands for loan funds by
Appleton
14 22 42 62 qualified small firms in this area
Warren
6 21 34 40 without undue hazard to Govern
ment funds since the loan amounts
will be carefully related to the re
payment ability of the individual
applicant, and since the borrow
er’s bank will have continuing
knowledge and interest in the suc
cess of the business activities of
the borrower.
He emphasized that in all loans
made under the Limited Loan
Participation Plan, the Small
Business Administration’s share
shall be limited to $15,000 or 75
per cent of the total amount of
the loan, which ever is the small
er.
The borrower’s bank must take
at least a 25 per cent share of the
total amount of the loan, aryl
this 25 per cent share must con
sist of new funds provided by the
■BUIGK-PONXIAC bank. However, the bank may in
Ja^CWHOPKIMS mm clude good outstanding loans
made to the borrower in compu
ting the participation percentage
of the bank.
YOU CAN'T MISS WHEN
Any short-term loans or longYOU START TRADING WITH-

Kvery deal we make has to be

Three Timo, a Weak
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1849. Io 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions 17.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

Palefaces Stand

Off Assault By

The Hinky Dinks
According to Captain “Goose”
Arey of the Ganders and Captain
“Wymie” Guilford of the Worms,
the bowling situation in Vinalha
ven is picking up a bit. Captain
Shields of the Pirates and Captain
Poole of the Ducks are inclined
to think things are pretty bad and
the situation is in a critical con
dition.
All, of course is due to the fact
that the Ganders finally wrested a
low score game from the Ducks
and the Worms, due to masterful
bowling by Doc Rae and a high
single of 118 by Bickford, got the
Pirates for another game and put
the Worms securely in first place.
With the Ducks only rolling a low
1227 things did seem quite black.
Some weak spirited individuals I
even hinted of disbanding, but
with a big feed coming up
soon and fresh talks of big trades
in the offing these rumors will
probably disappear like the food
on the table, and at about the
samp time.
Doc Rae’s total of 313 and Clyde
Bickford’s 297 were the big fac
tor in the win of the Worms as
"Old Timer" Sanborn was the
only Pirate to hit over 100, the to
tal of 1302 left the Pirates a far
84 pins behind.
The hoys try to make the teams
as even as possible but with one
man bowling way over his head
and another down 10 points in his
average it is a hard proposition to
keep the thing even over any span
of time. However it is almost as
much fun to trade as it is to bowl
so there will be lively doings,
plenty of hot food and consider
able hot air as the Vinalhaven
Bowling Club gathers round the
conference table and, getting a
firm brace on themselves and
their eating utensils, set out to
settle weighty questions on who
is what.
Ganders; Mitchell, 222; Drew,
255; Sutliffe, 266; Sanborn for
Pearock, 260; Goose. 303. Total,
1306.
Ducks: Grimes, 223; Oakes. 236:
Nelson, 260; Smith, 245; Poole,
j 283. Total, 1227,
Pirates; MacDonald. 259; Olson.
t
„„
243; Johnson. 268; Sanborn. 272:
Shields, 260. Total, 1302.
Worms: Simons, 251; Bickford.
297; Peterson. 261; Rae, 313; Wy
mie. 265. Total, 1386.

JAZZ IS IN - LIKE IT OR NOT
It's a long way from the back streets of New Orleans
to the high roads of diplomacy. But it looks as if Louis
Armstrong, the greatest jazz trumpet player of all time,
is going to make it.
The State Department recently announced that
“Satchmo.” as Armstrong is known, and other jazz artists
will be sent on cultural missions to such places as the Far
and Middle East, Asia and Africa. The idea is a sound one.
America has many things to be proud of in the field
of culture. Some of our symphony orchestras rank with
the gn at ones of the world. Our writers, singers and artists
have won international acclaim. Yet nothing is more
purely American than jazz. It began here and flourished
here. And one of the men who brought it to the high place
it holds in world respect was Louis Armstrong.
So in far off corners of the world native populations will
listen in amazement to “Didn’t He Ramble,” and to “The
Saints Go Marching In,’’—played Dixieland style. The
warm, gravelly voice of Satchmo will sing the old songs.
And when he does the people who hear will know more
about us and probably like us a little better. It would be
hard not to like a people who produced an artist with a
musical and comic gift such as that possessed by Louis
Armstrong.

The Regional office of the Small
have been made according to the Business Administration is in
charge of the agency’s activities
original schedule may be includ
in Boston and is located at 131
ed if the bank participates to the
State street.
extent of its present exposure, and
Ail small firms interested in ob
it, in the case of a short-term taining more information about
loan, the lean has been outstand- the Limited Loan Participation
ing not more than six months, Mr. | Plan should visit their {tank, or
Stewart said
| contact the Boston office.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Palefaces vs. Hinkey Dinks
A bowling match that attracted
more than usual attention last
week occurred
when Harold

“Hinkey” Davis, home on fur
lough from the Air Force, or
ganized a team and challenged
the Palefaces, acknowledged to be
tops at present in bowling com
petition in Vinalhaven. Th" ef
fort met only with failure how
ever as the Palefaces promptly
set up a 1432 total for the Hinky
Dinks to shoot at and they did not
have the required big guns to
come anywhere near the mark.
Hinkey dug Ed White and
Ducky Haskell out of their sev
eral years retirement from the

pickerel, glass fly rod. gas can
and giant handwarmer; white
perch, hunting knife combination
and cartridge belt; and yellow
perch, a casting line of 100 yards
and a compass.
An entry prize of a pair of 7 by
50 binoculars will be awarded.
Fishing for the derby will be
within a 20 mile radius of Camden
with all encompassed ponds and
lakes open. Tickets will
avail
able at the club house at Me
gunticook Lake with plenty of
bait available there.
Other members of the commit
tee are Earl Young and Elliot
Smith.
alleys and while they did a creditarule job, they did not furnish
very close competition for the fast
traveling Palfaces.
Don Oakes’ 325 was tops for tbe
evening while Paleface Jack Lit
tlefield placed second with his
297. While hopes were dashed that
some aggregation might be able
to trim the Palefaces, there are
rumors that a picked team might
again enter against them to try
and give them a run for their
money. Speaking of money, the
Palefaces claim they don’t know
yet where the paying counter is
and the big idea is to show them
the place.
Palefaces: S. Davis. 279; D.
Oakes. 325; J. Littlefield, 297; 11.
Conway, 260; F. Hamilton. 271.
Total 1432.
Hinkey Dinks; G. Davis. 260;
"Hinkey” Davis, 276; M. Sutliffe,

By Earle Cook
In last week’s action the leagues
were tightened up some more as
the Shells dealt the 40 & 8 their
first four point loss of the year in
the American League. E. Smith
led all bowlers w’ith 323.
In the National L ague, the
Nelson’s Dodgers finally got going
ar.d dumped the leading Birds
Eye four points to one to really
tighten up that league as the
MCRR came from behind to beat
the CMP three points to two.
In the International League,
Eastern Time dumped tha Jaycces 36’s five points and the
Glovers team continued to domi
nate the league as they took their
match by four points to one.
Eastern Tire walloped their oppo
nents but the rest of the matches
were nip and tuck right down to
the end with every ball and box
a big one.
All leagues look like good tight
ones and on any given night any
thing can happen. The standings
show how close each league is to
1 Jan 1L -ph,, averages are submit| tPd for the Recon(1 timc this

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Maine Central (455)
Willis
(21)
Flagg
K. Drinkwater
! W. Legage
F. Anderson
R. Keating
F. Carsley

Nelson's Dodgerx (459)
' R. Staples
^7*:
White, 275; "Ducky Has- G. Sleeper
B. Sprowl
kell. 279. Total 1362.
B. Spear
Hastings
Rockport Pirates
H. Anastasin
Whip Coast Guard H Doak

The Rockport Pirates stretched
their win streak to four straight
by whipping a hard fighting Coast
Guard quintet 84-48 in a semi-pro
encounter at the Rockport gymna
sium Wednesday evening.
After a torrid first quarter
which ended at 22-17 with the
home team ahead, the superior I
height of the Rockport hoopeters ■
began to tell.
Paced by center
Floyd Johnson the Pirates left the ;
floor at half time leading 47-29.
The Rockporters added to their *
lead during the third and fourth
periods as the entire starting five
hit double figures. Center Floyd
Johnson topped scorers with 12
field goals and two foul shots for
26 points. Teammate Jerry Burns
tossed in nine baskets for 18
points for runner up scoring hon
ors.
Pacing the Coast Guard attack
were Wayne McGraw and Wayne
Gilles with 17 and 15 points apiece
respectively.
The Pirates’ next game will he
against the classy Rockport High
Beavers at the Rockport gym Sat
urday evening.

Rockport (84)
Rf. Burns 9; lf, Johnstone 4(4),
Grant 3; c. Johnson 12(2);
rg.
4
n
Kenneston 4(2); lg, Grey 6, Heath.
Coast Guard (48)
Rf, Lanpher 2; lf, De Risi 6; c.
Gilles 6(3); rg. Fournier, Bauch;
lg, McGrew 7(3).
Period scores:
Coast Guard
17 29 35 48
22 47 64 84
'-Ofl<l’<)1 ■
Officials: W. Farley and C. Far
ley.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Birds Eye (462)
L. Genevicz
F. Dowling
A. Raymond
Calder
S. Lowell
Graham
Drysdale

R
A
A
R
,
ij.

CMI- (462)
.Makinen
Hastin ’s
gPnn(.r
Makinen
Jameson

j.i meson
S. Achorn

Birds Eye
CMP
MCRR
Nelson's

Standing
w
29
22
23
21

L
21
18
27
29

P

INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
J. C. 36’s (429)
C. Mason
(15) 9
D. Ramsdell
(24) 8

Camden Theatre

(18, 88.1
M. McConchie
(24) 86.2
C. Adams
Thurlow
(9) 86.8
(24) 83.0
Grant
(18) 78.1
Eastman
J. C. 21’s (476,
S. Knowlton
(27) 89.2
P. Hub- r
(27, 89 7
(27, 87.2
Billinglon
J. Lamb
(30, 85.2
E. Spear
<"24» 79.0
D. Bicknell
<9, 72.5

Eastern Tire (426)
C. Sleeper
«15)
J. Moulaison
(24)
M. Nute
(30)
Mosher
(30)
T. Sylvester
(12)
I. Brackett
(15)
R. Miller
(15)
L.
R.
P.
W.
S.
K.

Glovers (430)
Barnard
(24) 92.7
Johnson
(27) 92.0
Bartlett
(18) 91.1
Glover
(24) 84.1
Glover
(9) 82.1
Glover
(27) 80.9

Standing
W
Glovers
27
J. C. 21’s
26
Eastern Tire
24
J. C. 36’s
18

34-Th*8-tf1

—e^.

Pet.
.600
.520
.480
.400

Slow Down And Live!

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

Every Saturday — 9 -12.30
.Music by the Nor’Eusters
Donation 59c Everyone Welcome
83-S-tl

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

The Rise . . . The Fall . . .Of
From
TODAY AT 2.09-6.30-8.15 P. JI. Evelyn Nesbit Shaw!
Penniless Model lo America's
Samuel Goldwyn presents
Most Beautiful Flnradora Chor
ine! The Murder of Ihe Cen
GARY COOPER
tury . . . Starring Ray Jlilland In a Triumph of Rapid-Fire •loun Collins * Farley Granger
Fury and Adventure Action in
in

"THE REAL GLORY"
with David Niven — Pins

"THE BOWERY BOYS
MEET THE MONSTERS"
AND DON’T FORGET OUR . . .

$180 CASH NIGHT AWARD
Be Here ... Be A Winner!

20th ( • hlun I >>» |IK wnl.

•

The Girl In The
Red Velvet Swing*
—U3J COLOR
ClNBMAScOPfc’^MLs DELUXE
Sundays at 3.00-6.30-8.30 P. M.
Weekdays: One Show At 7.15

ENDS SATURDAY; "APACHE AMBUSH" & "HELL'S HORIZON"
ROCKLAND
MAINE
(TEL 892)

GARAGE

*6-81 Rankin Street

L
18
24
26
27

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Shells (479,
E. Smith
(24) 101.2
R. Hobbs
(15> 97.8
J. McLoon
(9) 95.6
E. Cook
(24) 95.5
D. Howlett
(24) 93.1
L. Lord
(18) 92.7
46*8 (490)
R. Kb iwer
(27) 104.2
J. Alley
(27) 100.2
A. Drinkwater
(24) 97.2
W. Drinkwatei
(27) 96.2
A. Davis
(27) 89.2
Park Street Motors (463,
F. Perry
(21, 99.5
C. Fitch
(9) 96.0
J. Smith
(12, 93.4
S. Gray
(18) 90.1
N. Leo
(9, 90.3
R. Simmons
(21) 89.2
R. Fogarty
(9) 88.0
Maritime Oil (486)
Fran Perry
(27) 98 6
H. Carr
(27, 98.4
R. Hopkins
(27, 97.2
L. Drinkwater
(21) 969
R. Colby
(27, 95.6
Standing
W
L
Pc».
| 40*8
30
15
.666
Martime Oil
24
21
.533
I Shells
21
19
.520
Park Street Motors
10
30
.250

MILLER'S
The Best Place Te
Buy a
GOOD USED CAR

93.5
92.0
86.2
85 6
83.0
82.8
82.4

equipped for HI FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
( untinuoiik Sunduv from 3 - Daily; Mat. at 2, Eve. 6.30-8.30
• THIS PICTURE IS ADULT ENTERTAINMENT •

r

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

KnoxQi

Julie

Sunday: 3,00-4.50-6.45-8.45
Monday; 2.00-6.30-8.30

Hams
jtax ai
EAST Of EOEK

Ecstasy of Song, Spectacle and Love!
a

KISMET
M-G-M’s
Spectacular Picture
of the Famed
Stage Romance!

Tr Laurence

Haney

13

GREAT
SONGSI

RWHI

in COLOR .ndWClNEMAS^OPE!

term loans on which payments

btarrin^

HOWARD’

ANN

KEEL BLYTKW

BiracMH *
MEMY COWUW
Soanytay By
WKH COLLIER
Iim Uh OowCoHm
Circle irai HiMtaf fby In
JOHN VANNUTEM
MrMrMwTM

Mr M feinuth

ENDS SATURDAY - "SECOND GREATEST SEX"

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Six days of high winds and spas
Municipal Court
isolated several Coast Guard sta- j
TALK OF THE TOWN
tions along the coast this week, j
Judge Alfred Strout dismissed
Friday, a utility tug left the Roekt barges of assault and battery
land base to land propane fuel
brought against three Rockland
An employee of the Office of In- tanks and supplies at Goose Rock,
Coming Events
ternal Revenue will be in the Deer Isle Thorofare and Eagle
people and a Portland man in
ISocial and community events Rockland post office building on |
Municipal Court Thursday morn
John M. Richardson
are solicited for this calendar All : the second’ floor each Friday
ing.
When
making
not
your
will
re

are free and space here cannot be through April 13 to assist people ' The Coast Guard Base has a bas
David Boynton, 19, Dennis Boyn
purchased. Strictly commercial in the preparing of their income ketball team which is seeking member your church and your
hospital.
ton, 17, and Myrtle Fetteroll were
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
games with semi-pro teams in the
cannot be accepted. The decision tax forms.
found not guilty of the charge
-------area. The team has no home DEWF.Y L. ROBIX1SOX
of the editor is final.)
brought by Earl Boynton.
The
Funeral
services
for
Dewey
L.
Professional photographers doing court, so must play away at all
Jan. 17—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
fourth
respondent.
John
Boynton
meets Odd Fellows Hall at 7.30. business in Rockland will meet at times. Wayne McGraw is the Robinson. 57. of Portland was
of Portland was not present at
Jan. 19—Theta Rho Girls Club the home of City Councilman D. team’s manager and may be held at 1 p. m. Saturday at 749
court.
Congress street. Rev. Robert Hal
meeting Odd Fellows Hall at 7 Robert McCarthy Monday evening reached at the base.
The complainant charged that
P- m1 to draft an ordinance to be pre-------dane officiated and interment was
Jail.19 — The Albert H. Newbert I sented to th(1 clty Council.
The
The Fish and Wildlife Service. in Pine Grove Cemetery. Fal
the four assaulted him and his
Association meeting at Masonic
wife three weeks ago.
ordinance will be intended to con- which compiles fish landings at mouth.
Temple 6.30 p. m.
• • *
trol
the
activities
of
itinerant
Maine
polls,
has
just
issued
its
He
was
bom
Aug.
4.
1898
at
Jan. 21-—Finnish-American Polio
findings for October. In the month, Warren, son of Mrs. Margaret
photographers in the city.
benefit Community Building.
George M. Cheaves, 21. of Jef
Jan. 26 Mothers March of Dimes. j
, Rockland plants received a total Watt Newbert and the late Gren
ferson pleaded guilty to driving
Jan. 26 — St. Bernard’s Annual 1 World-renowned religious leader, of 3.777.429 pounds of all species
L. Robinson. He was educated at
65 miles an hour in a 45 mile
Coffee Party.
Pastor Niemoller, who survived which had an estimated value of Warren and in early life worked
Feb. 2—Emblem Club meets Elks !
zone on Route 1 in Warren Tues
concentration camps after defying S160.C35.00.
for the Standard Oil Co. at Rock
Home at 8 p. m.
day. He paid a fine of $10 and
Hitler, spoke in Portland a few j
-------------------Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
land and Bath. For the pis: 20
$3.70 costs. State police brought
Feb. 22—Washington’3 Birthday. | weeks ago. His hour-long message Island Court
years he had been employed by
the charge.
is to be heard at 3 p. m. over
the Maine Truck and Tractor Co.
• • •
Firemen were called to the first i WRKD on Sunday by tape record Game Moved
Mr.
Robinson
attended the
flooded cellar trouble reported ing, through arrangement with the
Three
Spruce
Head men, ap
North
Deering
Congregational
To Monday
during the several days of rain Maine Broadcasting Association.
peared on the only charges heard
Church and was a member of Au
Thursday morning. The call came
at Friday morning’s Municipal
A scheduled game between the rora Lodge, A.F.&A.M., Portland
Selective Service has called for
from Gerald Emery of 616 Old
Court session. All pleaded guilty
Masonic
Club
and
Cornerstone
North Haven basketball squad
County road where firemen found 45 men from Maine in February.
to fraudulently obtaining unem
and the Vinalhaven team was Lodge. OES.
over two feet of water in the cel They will be selected from 10
ployment benefits
on charges
His
wife,
the
former
Winifred
postponed from last Wednesday
lar. Pumps were employed for an counties of the state, but Knox
brought by the Maine State Un
Bye,
died
in
1953.
County is exempted, having sup- j evening until Monday evenin
hour to clear up the water.
employment Commission.
Besides his mother, Mrs. Robin- i
Jan. 16, at the North Haven prin
'Wf?S
plied five men in January.
Th" men, Ralph B. Baker, Si
son
is
survived
by
a
son,
Edmund
cipal’s request. The game will
Examinations for a Rockland
mon
D. Murphy and Vaughn F.
Robinson.
Portland;
four i
Foster’s Wharf Building in Boston, mecca of thousands of Maine folk bound for the Bangor boat
Seaman William J. Brazier, be played at Vinalhaven as N.
police sergeant will be held
Graham Marine Photo Beal, all of Spruce Head, rebrothers,
Clifford
W.
Robinson.
ln
,h
'
“
,a,e
uHernoon
of
happier
days.
Thursday afternoon. Jan. 19, at USN, son of Mr. and Mrs Wil planned.
1 ceived suspended 90 day jail sen
Wan n, Levi T. and Oren L. Rob-I
steamboats kept me close to At tences and were each placed on
3.30 p. m. in the city building. liam Brazier, formerly of Rock
|
inson,
Waldoboro,
and
Maynard
;
lantic
avenue
where
I
myself
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen an land, and now living in Gloucest Rockport Girls
two years probation by Judge Al
W. Robinson. Cumberland; five '
could pick up hourly work on the fred Strout,
nounced Friday morning. A writ er, Mass., has been named Blue
i sisters, Mrs. Flora Post, Rock-1 ;
steamers until I could get a
ten examination will be given ap jacket of the Week at the San Trip Wiscasset,
Maker was charged with receiv
land, Mis. Bernys Jamscon, Mrs.
steady job on the boats which ing $9 a week for a 20 week periDiego
Naval
Base.
He
graduated
plicants with the Personal Exam
Geneva Eugley and Mr.s. Phylwas difficult in those days, as 1 od totaling $180. He was required
ining Board meeting the following from Rockland High School in Beavers Lose
i lis Genthner, Waldoboro, and
jobs were at a premium and men to pay at least $4 a week to reim
week to consider the examinations 1954 and enlisted in the Navy th'4
Portland,
Wiscasset played host to a Mrs. Lesa Derrah,
were plentiful.
burse the state on the proviso
and appointment. The post of following September. Jim Brazier strong Rockport High School team | and several nieces and nephews.
I had a room in Boston’s West that failure to meet the payments
police sergeant has been vacant was manager of the Birds Eye fil Tuesday night, grabbed a 13 to 1
End. I would pick up a few hours would result in the revocation of
in the department since the ap let plant here for several years || lead at the first period and went MRS. STANLEY PALMKTKK
work each day between the his parole.
pointment to captain of Maurice and now holds a like capacity in on to win over their guests 57 to 50.
Mrs. Stanley Palmeter former
banana boats, Gloucester steam
the
Goucester
plant
of
the
same
Murphy charged with receiving
Benner, two months ago.
The win gives the two teams an ly Laura B. Sanborn, whose
SC
1
ers, or steamers of the Portland $15 a week for a 19 week period
firm.
even split, Rockport having won a teaching career spanned half a
and Bangor Lines. One morning totaling $285, received the same
Senator Frederick G. Payne of
close overtime contest from Wis- century, died Wednesday morning
while working the Portland Line sentence with the proviso to pay
Police Chief Bernard Thompson
Waldoboro has been appointed to
casset previously.
Jan. 11 at Augusta.
steamers. George Deering, sec $6 a week.
the board of visitors of Kings has assigned Walter H. Dyer, a , Favored Rockport drew close in
Death came suddenly during
ond officer of the Governor Dingpolice officer and regular , ..
Point, the Federal maritime Acad special
Beal, charged with receiving $15
_
__ e
e._ ,_____ A____4
[the final pciiod after a thud pei- j convalescence from a heart seizley at that time, called five of us a week for a 13 week period toemy on Long Island, New York. member of the fire department, to iod 10 point deficit but were re- • ure
Payne recently was a member of part time duty as traffic officer
hourly men together and told us , taling $140, was required to pay
pelled by the accurate shooting
Mrs paimpter was bom at Via
Congressional board
which at the North School. He started harragc of Wiscasset guard Dean I nalhaven, Oct. 13, 1876, the daugh
he would guarantee us five steady $4 a week and received a similar
delved into the operations of the work Thursday.
hourly work each trip in Boston 1 sentence.
Shea who scooped in eight baskets ter of Joseph H. and Flavilla M.
nation’s five maritime academys,
if we would meet the steamer on
All three respondents were loband added three free tickets to Sanborn. She attended Vinalhaven
BORN
one of which is at Castine.
arrival at 3.30 in the morning to ster fishermen and faced the
tally
19
points
for
the
game.
Overlock — At Knox Hospital,
schools and graduated in 1893.
In tin final years of the Bangor Line this Is where we went to get catch the lines and have the slips charges resulting from claims
Merle Grover threw in 12 points
She was a graduate of Farming- thoard. I11 my collection is a huge arrow from this shed saving— .,nri o-aro-wavq rrnHv
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Bitler of Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Thia wo i r-i
~
>
• «
and gangways ready
Thus m
fllPd Ulth the unemployment ofOverlock, IT, of Warren, a daugh to supplement Shea’s scoring front ton Normal School, studied at •Rockland and Bangor Boat.” Recognize the wharf?
Bitler’s Car & Home Supply sailed ter.
agreed to do. He left a note at j flce January’, 1955.
his left guard spot and put the
Deaconess Hospital, and took spe
from New York Friday on a nine
Thompson — At Knox Hospital, game on ice.
the cashier’s office for the mate , The warrant alleged that the
cial courses at Boston University.
day cruise in the Caribbean. They Jan. 11. to Mr. and Mrs. Linwood
of the Bay State so that we served men were earning money during
For the invading Beavers, Butch
„„
Her work in Maine’s public
are guests of the manufacturers Thompson of Tenants Harbor, a
both steamers and had steady ' their period of reported unetnFarley, copping an even 20 points I
. .
. ,
. ,
,
schools was interrupted only once
of Capehart radio and television daughter.
work each day. but only for un- ploymcnt. Maker and Murphy
on
10
two
pointers,
and
able
guard
Borlty — At Gould's Maternity
1
until
her
recent
retirement.
She
units, having been awarded the
loading on Sundays, we got one paid $5.50 court costs while Beal
Home. South Hope, Jan. 11, to Mr. Bob Nape putting in five ringers i
trip as the result of a nation-wide and Mrs. Paul Dorily of Union
.
,
..
,
,,
. . i left the school system to accept
and five free throws for 15, carried ;
'
hour’s extra pay for taking thc was required to pay court costs
sales contest.
.
a
government
position
in
Washa son—Timothy Paul.
lines and getting slips and gang- , of $3.70.
the scoring load.
1-aury—At Maine General Hos
_
D
, ington during World War 1.
ways ready.
- ■■■
—.
In the preliminary, the Rockport •
pital,
Portland,
Dec.
28.
to
Dr.
Lady Knox Beauty Shop will be
girls saved face for the Beavers!
Mrs’ Pa”"eter taught in the
and Mrs. O. R. Lawry, Jr..
It was winter, I had to walk 1 pierhead. As the steamer backed
closed from Saturday, Jan. 14 >f Rockland, a son—Oram Robert by downing the Wiscasset females ’cho01* al Vinalhaven, Readfield
about two miles each morning into the dock soon, the Martha
through Saturday, Jan. 21.
4*6 III.
51 to 38 on Sara Simonton’s 29 and Chelsea, Maine.
from the west end to Atlantic Walker knot on thc end of the
She
has
been
living
at
Kent
’
s
|>oint boost. Marlene Millett scored
avenue. I was generally on the i heaving line would rebound with
DIED
St. Bernard’s Annual Coffee
Hill since her retirement.
street by 2.30 a. m. I would come a bang against the metal freight
Cote — At Bangor. Jan. 12 19 points for Wiscasset.
Party will be held January 26 in
She was a member of the Union
Joseph Phillip Cote of Camden,
Wiscasset (57)
down Tremont Row and cut shed. With steamers made fast
the parish hall on Park street. A
age 75 years. Funeral services to- • Lt, Rankin 2 (3), Harris 1, Cost; Church at Vinalhaven, and later
through a small alley back of and gangplanks on board we five
chicken pie supper will be served day at 10.30 a. m. from Gilbert C. !
of Kents Hill, where she has
rf, Mayberry 3 (3), Nichols. C.
Young's Hotel. This alley led to regulars would pick up our trucks
from 5 to 7 o’clock. This supper Laite Funeral Home. Camikn, j
_ _
_ .
, „
been an active church worker.
Washington street and was known and start work without reporting
with Rev. Haig Nargesian jfficia- Shea; c, R. Shea 2 (4); lg, Grover
will include chicken pie,
relish
Many friends in both towns mourn
as pie alley. Underground in this to the second mate as our names
ting. Interment in Mountain View 6; rg, D. Shea 8 (3), Chubbuck.
tray, cranberry sauce, home-made
her loss.
Cemetery, Camden.
'
Rockport (50)
alley was a small but very neat were on his daily time sheet, but
hot biscuits, cake, coffee and
She was a member of Marguer
Paln.eL.r-At Augusta, Jan. 11. ’
w Farl
w rf Winslow
restaurant known as Gridley's, seldom if ever I trucked freight
Here
is
a
sample
of
the
remarkable
handiwork
of
Captain
Jim
Stinson
chocolate milk for children. Tick Mrs. Laura Sanborn Palmeter, I
ite Chapter, OES for more than
,
,
,
of Stonington.
Therefore this alley was known from some reason which has al
ets will he sold in advance only— wife of Stanley Palmeter of Vin-| (2,i c' Pound (2)' Deland (1); lg, 50 years, and was a past matron
as "Gridley's Pie Alley.” This1 ways been a mystery.
Every
a’haven, age 79 years. Funeral Jones (2), Nape 5 (5); rg, C. Far- of the chapter. At Kents Hill .she
adults $1 and children 50 cents.
CAPTAIN SCOTT RISES IN
is where I got all my meals. My steamer I ever served on as a
services today at 4 p. m. from I ley 2 (4) .
was past president of the Crystal
Home-made fudge, brownies and Union Church, Vinalhaven, with I Period Scores:
breakfast was beans, a bun, and freight handler I was always
Club.
punch will be on sale and a white Rev. W. S. Stackhouse officiating. .
THE DEFENSE OF THE
wiaraaupt
coffee, 15 cents; supper, beef picked to stow the starboard
13 29 42 57
Ilomaki—At Warren,
Jan. 12,
She is survived by her husband, II
. elephant sale will beheld. A public
Rockport
1
16 34 50!
stew, a bun, coffee and pie, 25 gangway. I have always asked
Victor
Ilomaki,
age
76
years,
six
STEAMBOAT
BUMS"
___
.
,
....
Stanley
Palmeter
of
Kents
Hill;
party will follow at 7.30. Everyone
'
’
cents and very generous portions. myself, "Why not the port gang
months and 19 days. Funeral ser Officials; Aliberti and Buckley.
two brothers, Leon Sanborn of Vi
is invited. Supper tickets are on vices Sunday at 1 p. m. from
Deer Isle. Maine, Jan. 7.
ing on board never stopped for Pic alley in those days was a way once in a while.” However
sale at A. C. McLoon’s store on Davis Funeral Home, Thomaston,
The man with the biggest bank nalhaven and Harry Sanborn of Dear Steamboat Editor;—
'hose coming out. If there were roust-about’s haven of existence. I always liked the starboard gang
Park street, Collins arid Foss on with Rev. Curtis Cady Busby of account seldom has time to mind Portland; a sister, Helen Arey of
only a foot between the outcoming
I would reach thc dock in thc way, as with the steamer heading
I
have
written
many
articles
Vinalhaven; three nephews andi
Main street, A1 Plourde’s Beauty Warren officiating. Interment in other people’s business;
trucks and the plank guardrail morning by 3 a. m. Thc night out the dock, the trucks had a
the spring at Fairview Cemetery,
for
your
columns,
hut
I
don't
be,
tw
o
nieces.
Shop on Park street and Newbcrt’s
the ingoing men would edge up watchman would unlock the shed straight run from the gangplank
Warren.
Services were held on Friday at llcve I have written an article
Restaurant on Main street.
6-lt
AN APPRECIATION
Robinson—At Portland, Jan. 4,
his truck and slide through with door and allow us five regulars down the gangway and made less
3
o
’
clock
in
Augusta
and
will
be
that
gives
me
so
much
complete
On behalf of myself and all pa
Dewey L. Robinson, age 57 years.
thc speed of a bullet, and seldom to come into thc freight shed to blocking to pile up the freight. I
Slow Down And Live!
Funeral services held Jan. 7 in- | tients at Knox County General on Saturday, (today) at thc Union satisfaction as the following, the
would he ever make a miss. If wait for the steamer to arrive. It could always send trucks to the
terment in Pine Grove Cemetery Hospital I want to express appre- Church in Vinalhaven at 4 p. m., title of this article I would like j
to the publisher of The Courier- with Rev. W. S. Stackhouse offi to call, "Thc Bums Of Boston’s' he did somebody had scraped was in the dead of winter and it J*>rt gangway if they came too
Falmouth.
Gazette for supplying all patients
shins. On the Portland and St. was as cold in the shed as it was fast.
Atlantic Avenue."
with Couriers free of charge. It is ciating.
(To Be Continued)
John's line freight moved more outside but we were out of the
During
thc
Steamboat
era
these
especially good to get them
so
slowly.
Men seldom ran but wind and we could keep up circu
That Generations
early. Hosipital attaches tell me VICTOR ILOMAKI
men thronged Atlantic avenue
these Couriers have been sup
Victor Ilomaki, 76, of Warren, from Union to Foster's Wharf. ] walked flat footed. These men lation by walking up and down the
()
to Come may
plied for several years.
PUBLIC PARTY
()
a farmer, died at his home Tues They lolled against the street end were the older, steadier, and shed.
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
Harry Carr.
much slower type.
When the steamer’s whistles
o
day after a long illness.
Remember Rockland, Jan. 8.
of every freight shed where the
G.
A.
R.
HALL
n
A native of Finland, where he sun produced the warmest spot. J
Then there was a type that al- blew for the dock we would lower
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
Monday, January 16
was born June 23, 1878, he had, hoping to get a chance to earn cohol had warped their once rug- thc slips, get the gangplank ready
CARD OF THANKS
558 Main St
22 Knox St.
’
2 p. M.
We wish to thank relatives, been a resident of Warren for 42; $2.40 for eight hours work.
frames and that years had and open the shed doors and take
neighbors and friends who renum years.
our place at thc iron bitts on the
These
men
could
not
have
got
!
slowed
their
ability
to
move
faster
Leah Davis Brooks
bered us in any way during the
Besides the widow, Mrs. Hilma along without the steamboats and than a snail’s pace. This type!
illness and death of our loved
Serving Knox County since 1875
Ilomaki
he leaves three sons; steamboats could not have got generally worked for thc “City of'
one.
Every
act
of
kindness
shown
58-tf
was most sincerely appreciated. John V. Maki of Warren, Ohio.; along without them. They were Gloucester,” of the Boston and
Next time you need a plumbing contractor
We wish also to thank Dr. Earle Richard E. Maki and Lawrence the hourly men on which the Gloucester Line, or the Mohawk
—call us. Since we belong to the National
Association of Plumbing Contractor*, you
and Dr. Allen and those who sent
Maki both of Rockland; two i steamboats depended for speedy and Massasoit where freight
am* *B.-B-iir,
know you’re dealing with a qualified con
flc-Jvers or offered the use of their
moved
very
slowly
by
trucks
and
daughters, Mrs. Sylvia Fogarty of unloading and loading of cargoes.
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.
■
cars.
ft
The family of Anna Johnson of Harding, Mass., and Mrs Laina First officers knew how many of much freight was handled with
M. PEARSON JEWETT
Vinalhaven.
6*lt Lofman of Rockville; a sister. 1 these men would be required on cargo booms.
7 TALBOT AVE.
TEL. ISIS
Mrs. Matt Saari of Crosby Minn., I arrival. He could judge by the, I myself, as many other first
RO4 KI.AND. MAINE
Member National As<oeiation of Plumbing Contractor*
19 grandchildren and eight great. amount of freight he had on board, officers, knew’ these men’s names
'
'
1
I

BITUARY

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

bU

DAVIS

BURPEE

;

Funeral Home

■
I

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830
■

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■

TEL 390
_
110 LIMEROCK STREET "
ROCKLAND, MAINE
■

p dwiaaf a fandv

I menu your choice is tx*
ouly for your lifetime, but
Cor generation* to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
dirough our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
hocked by a signed guarantee to
jam, ywnr heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
TeL 2151

Knra-UaMla-Wftlda

OmiIIm

START a new year right. Make
money by trading at Upton’s
Thrift Shop. Find out if we can
sell or repair articles for you.
Right now bring outgrown snowsuits and ice skates. Then sec if
there is something for you, all
clean and in good condition at fair
prices. Do you know real bargains
are seldom on sale.
Ask your
neighbor about UPTON'S THRIFT
SHOP in Camden. Open daily 10
to 8.. Sundav
3 to 8.
6-lt 1
____________
______________________

grandchildren.
I and through the day while in port by heart.
I may have known
Funeral servees will be held at | jn case there was a rush in ar-1 some of these men better than
1 p. m., Sunday from the Davis j rival of freight he could always other first officers. I not only
Funeral Home in Thomaston with whistle to the waiting ears of the knew theirnames but I knew by
Rev. Curtis Cady Bushy of War roust-a-bouts. or so called bums close contact with them their
ren officiating. Interment will be who would come rushing to his genuine goodness of heart, their
in the spring at Fairview Ceme command.
faithfulness to tho^e who em
tery, Warren.
Unfortunate cir
Those men were divided into ployed them.
classes. The Bangor and Kenne cumstances forced some of them
The price of reservations for bec Lines demanded men fleet of to their way of life, while others
most New Year’s parties is proof foo, fls a frpigh< hand]Pr on theac were strong and rugged of body
that
>•
,, . and , at. low
.
11 mon*PV
1
y stills
»UII» talks _____ __ __ | lines
never walked,
or but weak of mind. Before my
high tide a running mass of hu-' real steamboat career began, I
manity moved in and out the for-1 worked with these men. I was
ward gangway. Light trucks go-! young and my fascination for

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 73 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Mams

CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packri
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.

Fog* Four
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements la thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for U cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines I*
cento for each line, half price each additional time used. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads’* so called. L s, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling. cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping wiU be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. James j
Halligan of Rockland.

WARREN
▲LENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 3-2491

A regular meeting of St. George
Lodge. AF&AM. will be held Mon
day night.
Candace Eileen Siili, daughter
of Mrs. Joyce Siili, observed her
first birthday anniversary at a
party Tuesday night. Present were
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs,
Michael Halligan, her mother,
Miss Esther Young. Robert K.

WANTED

ORDERLY Girl or
Woman
wanted to help cook and general
work. $30. Write Box 553. SOUTH
1951 CHEVROLET Pick-up for HAMILTON. Mass.,
6-8
sale, excellent mechanical cond.
LOGS wanted, pine spruce and
Equipped for winter, low mileage,
been used as touring car. Detach hemlock. Roadside or delivered to
able body top. price right. ROY mill in Camden. KNOX LUMBER
CARLE. Camden, Tel. Lincolnville PRODUCTS. Tel. Camden 402.
142-S-tf
3-4685._________________________ 6*8

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WALLPAPER Clearance Sale
on all stock papers. Room lots
with borders to match priced very
reasonable. Admiral paint. 69c qt..
pal. $1.69, white and all colors.
Eagio paint qt.. $1.25, gal. $4 75.
white and ail colors. Dutch Boy
paint nalplex dries in 2 hours, qt..
USED Clarinet and Martin
$169. white and all colors, gal.. Guitar for sate. CALL 1629 or
65.66 CARRS WALLPAPER & 708.
6*8
PAINT CENTER. 586 Main St
PILOT Coal Burner and control
Rockland. Maine, Tel. 25-W. 5-7
for buckwheat coal for sale, also
NEW lot of Sample Shoes for I snow plow clamps to bumper of
sale, size 44 B. McLAIN SHOE !
car or light truck.
M. F. ROSTORE, Rockland.
5-7 BARTS, Belfast Road, Camden.
6-8
SEVERAL 3 pc. parlor sets, for j Maine.
sale, $55 and up; also, nice maple
WEEKLY WINTER SPECIAL
furniture sets and odd pieces,
Nylon and raylon rainwear fab
comb, gas or elec, ranges, coal rics for sale Regular 98c—2 yards
and wood heater, china closets. $1. Limit 10 to a customer. Store
$15
up; breakfast sets. $20 up; hours daily, 10-5.30; 1-5.30 Sun
bedroom set complete with bed. days. THE MAINE TEXTILE
spring, mattress, chest on chest, CENTER. INC Route 1, between
bureau and vanity. $55; odd chairs Belfast and Searsport Maine’s
and divans, $10 and $20; studio Largest Selection of Fabrics. 6-lt
couch, $25; large modern refrigTRACTORS. Pillsbury's have
arator, $100; many other items in
cluding bureaus, stands, coffee a good selection of John Deere,
tables, book cases, desks, kitchen Farmall, Ford and other used
and dining room chairs, kitchen tractors for sale. Also equipment.
cabinet. Winter sale on antique Check on our easy terms on the
W. S.
china and glass. ELSIE J. WAL tractor you need today.
LACE, Warren, Tel. CRestwood PILLSBURY & SON, College ave
6-S-9
3-2651.
4-6 nue. Waterville, Maine.

6-S-9
DRY Slab Wood sawed and de
livered
for sale.
W'ILLIAM
HEATH, Tel. Warren, CRestwood
3-3323.
4*6
FOR SAIJC
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele
scope sights, mounts, ammunition,
handloading supplies, and other
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
SPORTING GOODS.
(Allan IN.
Forsyth), Sherman's Point, Phone
Camden 2675.
1-tf

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
NEW AND USED
For Service, Call

Reginald H. Russell
Rockland 163-M
5*7
VIOLIN, Bow and Case, for
sale, $8. Also, 16 mm, Kodascope
movie projector, $35; Easy, auto
matic electric ironer, $65; size 6.
girl's white figure skates, $5;
guitar and case. $12;
man's
Gruen wrist watch, $10; 26”
Girl's bicycle. $18:
Worcester
18
in.
power lawn
mower,
$75 MRS. LEON R. WHITE, Te!
363-R.
4-6
FOll SALE
Complete stock of:
Oxygen and Acetylene regula
tors.
Brazing and cutting torches
Hose, lighters and tip cleaners
Welding and chippers gogglea
Brazing rod and soapstone
MORRIS GORDON A SON
Rockland.
137tf

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
Yonr
OROSLKY-BENDIX
Dealer
’44J MAIN ST
ROCKLAND 1
PHONE 721
Hl-tf,
ALUMINUM Combination Doors
and Windows for sale.
Priced
right,
installed right.
E. T.
LONG. 113 Camden St., Rockland.
Tel. 1503.
118tf
OXYGEN, Acetylene. Hydrogen.
Nintrogen, CO2, Pure Compressed
Air, Welding Supplies and Equip
ment for sale
MORRIS GOR
DON. and SON, Rockland.
In
Camden. Fisher's Eng., Mechanic
street, Camden.
119tf
HOOKED Rugs tor Mie. Also
all occasion and Christmas Cards
and Stationery.
HARRIET B.
LUDWIG, 76 Oliver street. 89*tf
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sals; regu
lar $10 96 for $6 96. NORTH EAST
LAND TRADING POST, Thorns*
ton.
67-tf
PIPE FOR SALE
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
low prices
BICKNELL MEG
CO., Lime St.
22tf
RABY Parakeets, full line of
parakeet foods and mineral health
grit. GRACES GARDENS, Mrs.
Charles A. Swift. 9 Booker St.,
Thomaston. Tel 374.
ltf
- WINDOW SHADES and B1JND8
tor sale; custom made. Call us;
free installatlcs. Tel. 801. SEA
COAST PAINT OO. 440 Mala St.,
asw

6-8-9

GIRL wanted for general office
work, typing, shorthand required.
Write or call ALGIN CORP..
Rockland. Tel. 1280.
4-6
EXPERIENCED
Serviceman
wanted for mechancial or TV
work. Good job benefits and pay
for right man. Write BOX M. C..
c/o The Courier-Gazette.
4-6
SALESMAN wanted. Good op
portunity for aggressive young
man.
All employment benefits.
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO., Main
St., Roekland, Mr. Wolfertz. Ap
ply in person.
4-6
MAN wanted to work on poultry
farm. Apply in person. L. B
ROKES, Cobb Rd.. Camden. 3-tf
GIRL wanted to help mother
with housework and young chil
dren. House in country one half
hour from Boston. Write giving
references, to MRS. HENRY W.
MINOT. JR,
Wilsondale Street,
Dover. Massachusetts.
2-7
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser
vice. Ask for lt at your local store
or at Gilford's, Rockland, Me.
67-tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
inside and out, all work positively
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
Estimates free. VAN E. RUS
SELL. Phone 676-M. Post Office
Box 701, Rockland.
73tf
DON’T discard your old or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and refinishing, 48 Masonic St.. Tel.
1106-M.
ltf
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
Batteries
wanted.
Call
123.
MORRIS GORDON * SON, Cor.
Iceland and Tea Sto . Rockland.
to-W

Venetian Blinds-W'lndow Shades
Made To Fit Your Windows
All Styles and Colors
Free Estimates — Call
Tel. 939
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
579-589 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
136-S-tf
BARN Shovels for sale. $1.19;
also,
manure forks.
ansiUigc
forks, chopped hay forks, snow
shovels, barn scrapers, sawdust
shovels, axe handles, hammer
handles, cantdog handles, every
thing for small tools on the farm.
W. S. Pillsbury & Son. Waterville,
Maine.
6-S-9
WRINGER Washer in good con
dition for sale. $25.
Also new
wood frame building 8'xl4', $50.
TEL. 137-M.
5*7
LET
DRY Fitted Slab Wood for sale.
Delivered. LELAND BOGGS. JR.,
AT 81 Union Street, modern,
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2829.
heated 3-room apt. to let with
5*7 bath. CALL 893 days and 233 eve
nings.
• 6-tf
STORE and Tenement together
JOBX DEEBI
to let. Good location. Inquire 210
Main St.
6-9
BLADZS
THREE Furn. Rooms to let. oil
heat, hath, refrig., gas, garage,
S. Pilsbury A Son
rent reasonable at 136 TALRCT
WATERVILLE
AVENUE. Tel. 1483-M.
6-8
STORE to let. Main St., corner
6-S-9 of Rockland St. Call ALAN
GROSSMAN, Tel. 760 or 135-W.
6-8
EGGS
CHICKS
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. with
CLEM ENTS RED-ROCK BLACK heat, hot water, priv. bath. elec,
PULLETS — Rugged health, low stove and refrig., priv. entrance,
mortality and high flock aver centrally located. TEL. 1568.
ages make them favorites for
6-8
commercial
egg
production.
FOB RENT
Maine — U. S. Approved Pul
HOSPITAL
Beds,
Folding
lorum
Clean.
Also
Legnorn Wheel chairs. Tel. 939
UNIT
Pullet Chicks. Reds, and Golden ED HOME SUPPLY CO., 579Crosses for eg'gs* — White Rocks 689 Main St., Rockland, Me
for meat and hatching eggs. Write
136-S-tf
CLEMENTS CHICKS, INC., Route
UNFURN. Four-Room and Bath
33, Winterport, Maine.
(2)
Apt. to let.
Heated, newly re
modeled. Call after 5 p. m. at
201
SOUTH
MAIN
ST., Tel. 517MISCELLANEOUS
W.
5*7
GIRLS in Trouble— Confidential
FIVE Rm. Apt. to let. warm
information and practical help by and up to date. MIKE ARMATA.
trained counsellor Write or come Tel. 1051-R.
5*7
to GOOD SAMARITAN HOME.
ATTRACTIVELY Furn. Apt. to
276 State Street, Bangor, Tel.
4902
6*lt let, central location, suitable for
1 or 2 adults.
References re
Medical Oxygen Regulators and quired. TEL. 1620.
4-6
Masks for rent.
THREE Rm. Furn . Apt to let.
We also supply medical oxygen.
Sold only through your family Elec, refrig., gas ra ngc, hot watrr. 29 BEECH. Tel. 1116-W.
4-9
physician’s prescription.
MORRIS
GORDON A SON
SMALL Furnished Apt. to let.
Rockland.
137tf Private entrance.
central 1 ocation. TEL. 823.
4-6
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS APTS to let Inquire at 51
Cleaned, repaired and Installed, PINE STREET. City.
4’6
automatic cleaning equipment.
TWO Rm. Apt. partly furn. to
Free Inspection end estimates.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally let. Adults, also sleeping room Io
4*6
owned and operated. Tel. Camden let TEL. 308-W.
FLIRN, 2 Rooms and Flush to
2687
72tf
let. 34 FULTON STREET. Tel
1379-R.
3-tf
PLUMBING and HEATING
THREE Rm. Modern Heated
FRF.F. ESTIMATES
apt. to let. priv. bath. elec, stove.
ARTHUR JORDAN, Tel. 1245.
ARTHUR CULLEN
3-tf
IJCENSED PLUMBER
12 North St.
Thomaston, Me.
PLEASANT, spotless. 3 rm. un
Tel. 284
furn apt. to let, first floor, bath,
74-tf fine loc.. adults, hot water, mod
erate rent. 2nd bell. 87 NORTH
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH? MAIN STREET.
4*6
| Translations and private German
FIVE Rm I'tifurn. Apt. to let.
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf central heat. CALL 798 aTter 12
157 if
FT.Y Anywhere. Plane and hotel noon.
THREE Room Furnished Apart
reservations, tickets, information.
ROt KI.AND TRAVEL SERVICE, ment to let. 15 Grove Btrcct,
150-tf
State News Co., Tel. 56S-R.
58-tf FLORA COLLINS.
Fly Northeast Airlines, connecFURNISHED Apartment to let,
i tions made for all lines. Giffords adults. Inquire in person at 11
Rockland, Me.
89tf JAMES STREET.
147 tf
WELL! WELL!“WEU,!
HEATED and tmheated furn.
If lt is water you need, write apt*, to let. from $7 to $15 a week.
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill Fully equipped with bath, free hot
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 138. and cold water, some with elec,
, Camden. TeL 2768. Installment stovee. rubbish removed free. V.
plan also available, no down pay F STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
ment necessary. Member of New 8080 and 172 Broadway Tel. 1234
England and National Association. I
47H
*4-tf
Small heated office with lava
tory to let. CHARLES E BICK
NELL. H, Realtor, 497 Main St..
BARBOUR'S UGHT DEUVERY Tel. 1647 W.
148 tf
HEATED Store to let, 499 Main
Packages, Grocery Orders,
street, over 1000 sq. ft. floor space
and Light Furniture
deep, dry, cemented basement.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, n,
TELEPHONE 603
133 If Realtor, 497 Mala St. Tel. 1647-W.

TO

&

115tf

Starrett Auxiliary Installed
Mrs. Luella Crockett was install
ed president of the E. A. Starrett
Auxiliary, SUV. at a semi-public i
ceremony Wednesday afternoon.
Seated also were Miss Doris Hy
ler. vice president;
Mrs. Edith
Wotton. Mrs. Minerva Marshall,
and Mrs. Lillian Simmoar,
trustees; Mrs. Lubelle Sidelinger.
secretary; Miss Ida Stevens, pa
triotic instructor; Mrs. Minerva
Marshall, chaplain; Mrs. Lillian
Simmons, guide; Mrs.
Marie
Stimpson. assistant guide and
Mrs. Inah Overlock, musician.
Other officcrs-elect not present
for installation, will be installed
later. They are Mrs. Edith Spear,
treasurer and press correspond
ent, and Mrs. Clara Lermond. in
side guard.
Named department delegate and
alternate were Mrs.. Minerva
Marshall, and Mrs. Lillian Sim
mons; and as delegate and alter
nate to the national convention.
Miss Doris Hyler and Mrs. Lubellc Sidelinger.
Miss Stevens, installing officer,
was assisted by aides, Mrs. Lil..
o.___
j »<
$ i
ban Simmons, and Mrs. Marie I
Stimpson, guides, Mrs. Minerva
Marshall, chaplain and Mrs. Inah 1'
Overlook, musician.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Cog-wheel
4-Blemish
8- Javelin
9- Tumults
11-Make a misstep
13-Top of the head
..
mJ.:—
i4-Mariner
16-Tapers
18-Use needle and
thread
20-Wrong-doing
22A
grain
Church Notices
23- Prophet
Sunday sermon topics at the 24- Powdered (Her.)
Baptist Church will be at 10 a. 25- Hissing sound
m., “A Mission Launched”, and j 27- Walk in water
28- Cease
at 7 p. m., “One Thing”.
30-At any time
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby will 32- Bound
have for his sermon topic at the ! 33- Bucket
Second
Congregational
Church { 35-Small valley
„ ,
.
37-Fondles
Sunday morning, “You Wont Like 4o_Nobleman
It Here”
42-Has affection for
A Baptist advisory board meet 45-Relieve
47-Greek god of war
ing is set for 7.30 Monday night ,

n
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-Edges
17- Shower
18- Wither
19- Singing bird
21-Missives
23-Be oppressed by heat
25- Facinate
26- Piles
29-Grease
31-Contend with
34- Gem stone
35- Profound
36- John (Russian)
38- Navigate
VERTICAL
39- Listen
41-Appearing as if
1- Obtain
gnawed
2- Acquire
43- Egg-shaped
3- Melody
44Terminates
5- Crop of a bird
6- Small inland islands 46-Slip
51- tareek letter
7- Fish eggs
52- Long grass stem
8- Serf
53-The Orient
10-Rate of motion
54- Course of food
12- Part of a boat
13- Kitchen utensil (pi.)|56-Knock
14- Examine
I58-Expire

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
48- Large truck
49- Vex
50- To cut off
51- Stigmatized
55- Cover
56- Stagger
157-Spoken
59- Excite
60- River in France
61- Tablets
62- Diminutive suffix
(Fr.)

at the parsonage.
' The Year of Baptist AchieveMALE Beagle Pup lost, mostly j ment committee will assembly
black, white and tan markings. Tuesday night at the Baptist parMRS. MABELL AUSPLUND. 20 sonage.
6-8
Front street.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin of
MAN'S Brown Billfold lost Sat
urday in vicinity of Crie’s Hard- i South Warren will act as hosts to
ware and Elm street, contains I the Baptist mid-week service at
personal papers.
Finder please thejr home Wednesday night.
notify TED SYLVESTER, JR.. The;
____________
Courier-Gazette.
4*6 __________________________________

LOSTAND FOUND

SERVICES
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Send five questions. $1.00, stamped
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett.
Mass. Full page reading enclosed.
Prompt reply.
53-S-tf
MY prices are the lowest and
my work is the best. 20 years ex
perience. Floor sanding. R. L.
RICHARDS. Tel. 952.
5-Th*32
GUNS Reblued and Stock R<
finished to look like new. Rifles
and shotguns. $15.. Pistols. $8.
RUSSELL F. PIERCE, Lincoln
ville Beach, Maine.
4*6
MUSIC Lessons, Trumpet, Trom
bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and
Accordion. GIFFORDS. Tel. 146
121tf

REAL ESTATE
ON Route 1, 5 rm. house and at
tached garage for sale. Artesian
well. Sale ind. 850 ft. on highway,
70 acres. Good motel location.
Price $6,500
SECURITY REAL
ESTATE CO.. Dorothy Dietz.
Camden 2117 or 8897.
B-It
FOR SALE
Two appartment houses and 3
duplex houses. All good income
property.
Prices range from
$5,500 up. Many city and country
homes, cottages, poultry farms
lots and business opportunities.
Special: South Liberty.
Small 3 room house, 2 arres
land, lights and water. In good
hunting territory. Priced to sell,
$900.
List your wants with us.
AUSTIN D. NEILSON
Real Estate
41 Limerock Street
Tel. 928
______________________
6-lt
SITUATED on
quiet street
handy to shopping and schools, a
7-room well built home with at
tached barn for kale. Priced to
sell. $3500.
Call Rockland 599,
DON HENRY AGENCY.
5-7
WANTED
I have buyers waiting for 6 and
7 room homes, also several inter
ested in 2 or 3 apartment homes.
For fast efficient serivee in buy
ing or selling your home. Call 599,
DON HENRY,
99 Park Street.
Rockland.
5-7
SMALL House with one acre
tand on Libby Hill in Warren for
sale.
Write RALPH PERRY.
Coopers Mills, Maine.
4 6

FOR REAL ESTATE
Austin D. Nelson
CALI. 928
41 Limerock St.

Rockland
148 tf I

acraviv
HOUSE for sale, contains 2-5
rm. apts. with priv. truths and en
trances. Central heat, oil furnace,
3 yrs. old, new storm windows
throughout. large yard, central lo
cation. CALL 798 after 12 noon
157-11

Cousens' Realty
Rosine** Opportunities
Cottages, Ix)ts and Dwellings

21 LLMEROCK ST.

Owls Head
MRS FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 385-M1

By Loans Shibles—-4-H
Club Agent

Rockland
Gloria Kavanaugh, secretary of
South End Club says. “At our
business meeting wc made plans
to appear in the style show and
exhibition for the Women's' Club
Jefferson
in town.”
Joe Jackson, secretary of Jef
Mrs. Hazel Kavanaugh, leader,
demonstrated muffins at this ferson Eagles says, "Flag salute,
club pledge, report of secretary
meeting.
and treasurer read and accepted.
Appleton
Old business, report on newspaper
Herbert Butler, secretary of
drive, demonstration team prac
Georges Valley Hustlers reports a
tice. Voted to give $1 to CAKE
total of $19.16 in the 4-H Club
and $1 to the Polio Drive and a
treasury. Arthur Jackson is to
Sunshine basket to a sick mem
make fudge for the next basket- i
ber, Herbert Packard.
ball game.
Roger Wilson, junior assistant
The next meeting will bc held!
leader, gave a report on his trip
at the home ot the leader, Mrs. I
to state contest in Orono.
Edna Butler on Jan. 21 a 1
o’clock.
Lois Goldschmidt, secretary ot j SPRUCE HEAD
Appleton Boosters, says, "Some i
Mrs. Mary Singer of Tenants
of the girls sewed on skirts and ; Harbor visited her parcnU* Mr.
others on aprons. The cooking and Mrs. Fred Batty. Sr., Wed
girls made white sauce.
nesday.
The next meeting is to bc held
Mrs. Lucy Wall spent the week
today a the home of the leader, end with her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Sheila Hart.
Esther Harvey in Rockland.
Mrs. Nathan Bard left Friday
Waldoboro
Bradley Walter, secretary of to visit relatives in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Austin Kinney is chairman
Happy-Go-Lucky 4-H Club says,
“For
business
we
discussed of the Polio drive for the town of
what wc arc going to make for South Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Barnes and
our woodworking projects.
Wc
are going to do our work in our Mrs. Lucy Wall were guests of
leader's workshop. Richard Shu Mr. and Mrs. Grover Young in
man and Blanchard Dyer will Warren Tuesday.

start their projects, Jan. 17. Rus
sell Luce and Kenneth Pease will
start theirs on Jan. 24.
Bernard Newbert is leader of
this group of boys and the meet
ings are held at the Feyler Corner
Community House.
Pine Cone 4-H Club plans a
judging contest on Saturday. Jan.
I 21 at 1.30 p. m. at Alice Calderwood’s. The boys will judge eggs [
and the girls, hems.
At the last meeting the girls
assisting hostess.
The many practiced basting and hemming.
dainty gifts were piled to over
North Nobleboro
flowing in a decorated child’s
Brenda Brown of Kiddie Kook- i
wooden rocking duck. A bouquet
ers reports, "some of us worked
of mixed flowers in a white satin
covered container in the shape of on our petticoats, most of us fin
ished our blouses.
a bassinette formed the centerPam and Dianne made the re
piece of the refreshment table
freshments of hot cocoa and cin
from which were Served sand
namon toast."
wiches, cake and coffee. Attrac
Tho- next meeting of the Kiddle
tively decorated cakes appropri
ate to the occasion were made Kookcrs will be held with the Busy
j,y Mrs. Connie Painter and Mrs Farmers at the Communiy Hall
on Jan. 18 at 7.30 p. m
Lillian Lindsey,

The following officers were
elected to fill various offices for
the month when the Brownie
Scouts met Tuesday afternoon:
Mary Lou Moore, Susan Oakes
Jill Robertson, Joan Roberts and
Betty Bird.
Group B of the
Brownie Scouts had their first les
son in First Aid. The Brownie
Scouts will assist in raising money
for the March of Dimes as one of i
their projects. A committee, con- j
sisting of Susan Oakes, Susan Is-1 Guegtg
prcg(>nt
Mrs.
were
bell, Anne Walker, Gail Jillson Nina Perry, Mrs. Mary Dyer,
Jill Roberston,
Judy Guptill, i Mrg
Constance Painter, Mrs.
Cynthia Butman, Joan Roberts,. Li|lian Lindgcyj Mrs Helen ciara.
Evelyn Everett and Sada Lindsey. ; vin„ Mrs Evelyn Rosg Migg Kay
will bc in charge of a fudge sale ’ j^ss, Mrs Constancc MacPhail.
to be held Tuesday, Jan. 17, Mrs. Amanda Ross, Mrs. Edna
during the school session, with Wotton Mre Bcrtha Borgcrson.
proceeds going to the March of M,gg B(?ry, sorg^on. Mrs. VirDimes.
. gjnja Mnrang. Mrs. Bertha SulliDr. and Mrs. W. Bradford ’ van, Mrs. Helen Buckminster,
Adams arc visiting friends in Mis-j Mrs. Ida Ross, Mrs. Irene Bray,
sissippi for three weeks.
Mrs. Maxine Bray, Mrs. Polly
The local Extension Group will Puikincn, Mrs. Kay Philbrook.
meet Thursday, Jan. 19, at 10.30 Mrs. Annie Farrell, Mrs. Thelma
a. m at the Grange Hall. Mrs. Wadleigh. Mrs. Mary Epps. Send
Inez Montgomery, clothing leader ing gifts but unable to attend were
and Mrs. Frances Montgomery, Mrs. Esther Dolliver, Mrs. Ber
Maddocks.
Mrs.
Irene
assistant, will conduct the meet nice
ing. "Slick Tricks In Sewing." Rayncs. Mrs. Tillie Hooper, Mrs.
Members of the dinner committee Myra Scammon. Mrs. Miriam Is
are Osca Knight, Gladys Stinson. bell, Mrs. Berenyce Gieseman,
Mabel McMahon and Betty Nel Mrs. Alice Woodman.
son.
It’s a matter of simple logic
Mrs. Barnes Is Honored
that the man who contributes to
Mrs. Margaret Barnes was a "drive" usually expects a
guest of honor at a surprise stork "pull”’.
shower held at the home of Mrs.
James Farrell Wednesday, Jan.
Religion, when used as a cloak,
11, with Mrs. Dorothy Leadbetter is a misfit on most people.

AT KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY

finished our trays at this meeting.
Our leader. Mrs. Leda Martin
gave out bulletins from Genera!
Motors and a dairy leaflet.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, assistant
leader, was also present.
For refreshments we had Christ
mas punch and Christmas stollen.”
Nancy Starrett, secretary of the
Warren Wonder Workers, reports
100',; attendance of the 18 mem
bers at their 10th meeting.
Holders were collected from the
girls making them for their com
munity projects. These holders
will be given to the churches.
For social hour we had ques
tions and answers about Christ
mas and refreshments of tanger
ines and Christmas candy.

An efficiency expert is a man
who claims he can teach another
man to mind his own business.
Time means nothing to (be per
son who fails to use it.

STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
John E. Dodge, Jr.,
Appellant from Decision of Muni
cipal Officers of the Town of
Owls Head
To the Honorable Abraham M.
Rudman, a Justice of the Superior
Court, or to any Justice of the
Superior Court:
The
undersigned.
John
E.
Dodge, Jr., on November 8, 1955,
made application to the munici
pal officers* of the Town of Owls
Head as follows:
“To: The Selectmen and Munipal Officers of the Town of Owls
Head. Maine:
Application being made as fol
lows:
I. John E. Dodge. Jr., resident of
Owls Head, Maine, hereby make
written application to the Munici
pal Officers of said Town of Owls
Union
Head. Maine, for a license to build
Sandra Calderwood, secretary a fish weir within the limits of
of Owaissa 4-H Club in Union said Owls Head, located, limited,
says, "At our business meeting and bounded as follows:
A fish weir, with a catching
wc talked about, "Safety rules
pound 110 feet diameter to be
and what wc would do in this
located about 500 feet West
project.
South West of Little Island and
600 feet from the Western shore
A toboggan party is planned at
of the mainland. A leader run
the home of the leader, Mrs. Veda
ning from this said catch pound
Scott on Saturday if there is snow
approximately 200 feet to the
enough.
North towards the land owned
President, Kenneth Noyes called
by Mrs. Dorothy Whalen; two
hooks on the northerly end of
the meeting of the Meadow View
said catching pound both ap
4-H to order last Monday with the
proximately 60 feet lqng—one in
flag salute and club pledge. Plans
a northeasterly direction and
were made to bring account
the other in a nortnwesterly di
sheets to bc checked by the
rection. This weir to be con
structed of stakes and binders
leader.
with netting used in place of
Lyle Cramer and Vonnie Noyes
brush. The said leader to the
demonstrated how to make muf
North would be at least 600 feet
fins.
from the shore or mainland.
Mrs. Evelyn Noyes is leader,
Any and all portions of the said
weir would be at least 600 feet
Mrs. Athlene Blake, assistant and
from any point of the main
Kenneth Noyes is junior assistant.
land.
JOHN E. DODGE, JR
Camden
Dated Nov. 8 1955
C. of C. Sheep Club secretary.
Owls Head. Maine.
Janice Nash says, “Wc had a dis
Said selectmen held a hearing
cussion about our sheep at this thereon on November 26. 1955, and
meeting.”
on December 5, 1955. refused to
Refreshments
of
chocolate grant said license, by which de
cookies were made by Bobby cision the appellant, being the ap
plicant for said license,
is ag
Whittier and Bruce Barter.
grieved; and he therefore appeals
Washington
to any justice of the Superior
Richard Norton, Robert Nor Court in accordance with Chapter
wood and Guy Bartlett of the Pine 98. Revised Statutes, and prays:
(1) That a time and place for
Tree Club volunteered to take
hearing bc set and notice thereof
down the Christmas tree put up given; (2) That upon hearing, said
by the 4-H Club at the Town Cen Justice may order and decree that
said license should bc granted and
ter.
James Packard brought a stand so inform said Municipal Officers
and direct said Municipal Officers
he had made in woodworking and
to iswue said license.
this was explained by the leader,
JOHN E. DODGE, JR
William Sperl.
December 13. 1955.
On the foregoing Petition, it is
For recreation the boys had a
snowoall fight, a tug of war and ORDERED, That the same be «*ntered on the Knox County Superior
a foot race.
Court Docl^pL. and public notice
This Pine Tree boys’ club is of said Appeal be given by pub
the largest boys club in Knox-Lin lishing an attested copy of this
Appeal and Order thereon in three
coln.
Mr. Sperl is assisted by Conrad successive* issues of Tile CourierGazette, a newspaper published
Steele.
within the County of Knox, the
Chickadee Girls' 4-41 Club sec last publication to bc at least
retary, Esther Wellman, reports seven days before the second
Ihe leaders. Mrs. Betty Sperl and Tuesday of February. A. D. 1956,
Mrs. Marion Steele gave the for the Selectmen of the Town of
Owls Hoad: Maine, to appear in
members instructions in their the Knox County Superior Court
foods and clothing work
The at ten o’clock A. M. on the sec
ond Tuesday of February, A. D.
dairy girls had a quiz.
Pamela Steele and Sally John 1956. to answer to this appeal.
Dated: pecember 14, 1955
ston are to decorate the church
ABRAHAM M RUDMAN
for the next two weeks, as part of
Justice of the Superior Court
their community service.
A true copy of Petition and Order
thereon.
Warren
Attest:—
Clarence York, secretary of
PEARL E BORGERSON

Howard Keel, as the beggar whom fate transforms into a nobleman
of ancient Baghdad, spends happy interludes with Dolores Gray, the
Nazir's flirtatious "wife of wives," in a scene from “Kismet,” one of
Across from Post OfHcn
u the most lavish musicals to come from the M-G-.M studios. Ann Blyth
and
Vic Damone are other singing stars in the spectacular picture,
152-tf,
Georges Valley Boys saya, "We r5-7
adapted from the Broadway stage success.

TEL 1538

»

Clerk (L. S3

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
EXTENSION SERVICE TO CONTINUE

XX"

STURGESS BANTAM STRAIN

Rudolph Poray

HOME IMPROVEMENT CONTEST IN '56

Copies of two Maine Extension
Service publications were made
available to entrants in the Farm
and Home Improvement Contest.
Ther were Extension Circular 291.
“Lawn Care,” and Extension Bul
letin 359, “Better Home Grounsd.”
Both are offered to the general
public through the County Exten
sion Service office In Rockland

PRODUCING CHAMPION BIRDS

New Extension
Fruit Specialist

County Farm

and Home

Im

ran until fall. Homes making the
provement Projects in Maine this greatest progress in that timc
past year were definitely success were selected as winners.
A committee of judges was ap
ful and will be continued in 1956,
pointed in each county to inspect
reports Mrs. Helen Andrews, of
the homes entered in the competi
Searsport, chairman.
The Wo tion and to select the winners.
men’s Division of the Maine Ex They spent much timc and effort
tension Association sponsored the judging the various homes entered.
Scorecards were devised to use in
projects.
judging.
Nearly 1000 homes—977. to be
Contributions toward the prizes
exact—were entered in the Farm
awarded
in each county were
and Home Improvement Projects
and about $1000 in prizes was made by local business firms, ser
vice clubs, individuals, and other
awarded to winners. There were
organizations.
The
no statewide winners as each con interested
prizes offered contestants real in
test was conducted strictly on a
centives for making home and
county-wide bsais.
grounds improvements.
County Farip and Home Im
Typical improvements made at
provement first-place winners in
the winners’ property included
cluded: Knox County, Mr. and
painting of buildings, adding shut
Mrs. Carleton Gushee, Appleton;
ters, removing brush and debris,
and Lincoln County. Mrs. Florl grading and seeding lawns, plant
cnce Prentice of Bristol.
ing shrubs, trees, and flowers, im

Heme
Seduce

Rudolph A. Poray, assistant
county agent in charge of the Extension fruit program in Columbia county. New York, was named
Extension fruit specialist in an
By Eleanor Carter
announcement made today by Di
rector of Extension Arthur L.
An egg is one of the neatest 2 tablespoons chopped parsley
Deering. He fllLs the vacancy
Use of Milk In
food packages ever designed! % cu-p grated sharp cheese
created by the resignation last
This small package packs a tre
Melt fat. add flour, blend well
fall of Frank W. Owen.
Schools Increases
mendous amount of proteins and and cook over low heat until bub
Poray is a graduate of Cornell
,
h
vitamins, needed for growth and bly. Add cold milk all at once and
By 36 Per Cent
j University where he majored in , .
. .
.
. .
body maintenance. An egg is in- cook stirring constantly until
fruit production and agricultural .. _ . .
.
Maine youngsters arc drinking
*
dispensable to meals and meal thickened. Add salt and pepper.
economics.
He was born and
____ ,
.
preparation. It is served not only Line bottom and sides 6f a
“at school” some 1.510.796 half
I raised on a commercial
fruit
_ .
. .
, ..
as
the
main
dish,
but
is
an im- greased 8 or 9 inch pie plate or
pints of milk a month, Miss Ger
farm in Wayne County. N. Y
and porUnt ingrrdient
a myriad
shallow casserole with half thc
trude Grincy, school lunch directoperated the family farm for sev- prfpared dish<,s
w’ell seasoned mashed potatoes.
or of the Maine Education Depart
| eral years. Farm production in-,
Arrange the sliced eggs in potato
eluded 90 acres of apples and
Deviled Eggs
ment. revealed today.
shell. Top with parsley, cheese,
It represented better than a 36%
lesser
acreages
of
cherries, 0 hard-cooked eggs
sauce, salt and • pepper. Cover
increase over the 1.107.428 halfpeaches and pears.
1 tablespoon softened butter
, w-ith remaining mashed potatoes.
pints consumed during a like per
His latest responsibilities in- 2 teaspoons lemon juice or vineBrush top w-ith milk. Bake in a
iod last year, she said.
eluded the supervision of the Ex-,
ear
moderate oven (350 F) until nlceWith one exception, all counties proving w’alks and driveways,
This year’s simplified Special
tension fruit program in Colum-. % teaspoon salad mustard
1 ly browned and thoroughly heated,
took part in the project to improve improving mailboxes, providing School milk Program, aided by
bia
County where production 1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
. about 30 minutes. If desired, garthe appearance of the buildings adequate lighting of entrances,
Federal
reimbursement
funds,
exceeded 1.000.000 bushels of
teaspoon salt
j nish top with slices of hard-cookw’
alks,
and
driveways
replacing
and grounds of homes in Maine.
was a major factor in the in
apples in 1955. Prior to that.
tablespoon salad dressing,
• ed egg. Five serving's.
The contest began last spring and broken window panes, and repaircreased milk consumption, she ad
he served as assistant agent in
Cut eggs in half. Remove yolks.
Cheese Fondue
vised. noting that in this special
Ontario County where he also was Press yolks through sieve and
1 cup milk, scalded
program around 658,000 half-pints
in charge of the fruit program.
combine with remaining ingre
1 cup soft bread crumbs
were drank monthly, as compared
The new specialist is married dients. Beat until smooth. If de
Photoi
by
Cullen
H cup grated American cheese
, to 357,951 last year.
Melton Sturgess holds his champion black roseeomb bantam coekrel with a family of two children. He sired add more seasoning and 2 tablespoons melted butter or
Despite the lower cost to che
before some of its prize ribbons.
w’ill assume his new duties in salad dressing. Refill w*hites. If
1
margarine
child under the Special School
desired, garnish with parsley 12
ROTES OF A
.
Melton Sturgess. Spruce Head , Ted Allard, also of Spruce Head, j Maine on Feb. 1.
j
teaspoon salt
Milk Program. Miss Griney said
stuffed halves.
bantam fancier, has won honors *s raising prize Cochran bantams, j
i Dash of pepper
that less than half of the state’s
In the Freeport show, his birds | Publicity Bureau
Egg Potato Pie
3 egg yolks
| 1400 schools were enjoying its which all show' exhibitors seek, j
won four classes and were con- I
2 tablespoons fat
[ 3 stiff-beaten egg whites
1 benefits.
most of them for a lifetime with
Names White As
' tenders for show champion.
1 tablespoon floor
Combine milk, crumbs, cheese,
Many Maine schools are pro- out success. At the Maine State
J Carolyn Spear of Camden took '
% cup milk
■ butter, seasonings. Stir in yolks.
1 viding extra milk under the pro
Poultry Show held recently in j top honors in the Lcwiston-Au- | Field Manager
% teaspoon salt
Fold in w’hites. Pour into greased
gram for as little as 2 or 3 cents
Dash of pepper
Freeport, he not only was award | burn show’ last year and took i
lfe-quart baking dish. Place in
per half-pint, she declared.
6 medium potatoes. cooked and ' pan of hot water; bake in slow
ed top prize in all classes of ban champion of thc show after a I
By Henry Teague
action. Some carry it to the ex
The Federal Government has
mashed
tams,
but
won
the
Mediterranean
j oven (325®) till firm, 30 to 50 minclean
sweep
of
championship
I
treme by giving numerous feed appropriated nearly $345,000 in
Anyone connected with the poul
5 hard-cooked egg.s
| utea. Makes six serving's.
ings throughout the day. For a reimbursement funds to finance trophy permanently, having been prizes the year before. Her flock
try industry never has that coniis from Sturgess’ stock, as are
e . ,. .
. .... ,
few days this seems a fine idea thp Maine Special School Milk awarded rt at three shows.
fortable feeling of stability for any
‘ne
His champion entry was a black Allard’s.
I but
hut is
is can
can become
become a
verv tedious
tedious Program
a
very
Boston Poultry
length of time. Many a poultrySouth Waldoboro
roseeomb cockerel which won
Sturgess and Allard, showing at
man dreams of 50 cent eggs the process and a bit doubtful in re
champion
cockerel,
champion
of
the
New
England
Bantam
Show
Show Set For
Extension Seeks
year around, a constant prijo sults unless it is done on an ac Slick Tricks For
breed, champion clean leg ban at Whitman. Mass., picked up
level for fowl and broiler meat of curate time schedule. If neglected.
tam and champion Mediterranean. several prizes. One of Allard’s
Four Day Run
New Members
25 cents a pound and feed at a | it can lead to underfeeding of the Home Sewing
In the sweepstakes for champion birds placed second in its class
more
timid
birds.
When
they
da»e
fixed price that would give a com
More than 5000 feathered speci
Members of thc South Waldo
birds of all breeds in the show, while Sturgess. out of four birds
fortable margin of profit at the come to the feeders they can find Sessions Coming
mens
ranging
from
rare
ornamen

boro
Extension Group arc looking
which
included
winners
of
all
entered, won two firsts, a third
them empty if there is any delay
above prices.
tal fowl to common backyard hens forward to an enjoyable and in
in timing. This can result in less ]
Slick Tricks for Home Sewing’ classes, his black roseeomb was and fifth places. The show had a
Stabilize all the above and the
egg production and in the case is thc tltle of training classes for | adJWed grand champion of the total of 1055 bantams entered.
will compete for trophies and structive Extension program for
poultryman would still have plen
The raising and showing of the
clothing leaders to be held, Wed- j statc »how.
of
broilers, underweight.
j money prizes at the lwtth Boston 1956.
ty of problems with such things
nesday, at the Farnsworth MuSturgess has interested others in birds by both men is a hobby.
A major aim the year is to
1 Poultry Show at Mechanics Build
as disease, cannibalism, parasites, ' Producing good poultry is ac scum in Rockland, and Thursday i the raising and showing of banSturgess is a lobsterman and sea
build a larger membership as this
ing, Jan. 18-21.
flooded waterers, smothers, pred- i tually a system that is worked at the Nobleboro Grange Hall. I tarns with the result that two
moss gatherer while Allard keeps
Entries have been received group is one of thc smallest in
atory animals, ventilation, storms, ‘ out by study and observation of Both meetings are to start at 10.30 | others have won show honors,
a grocery store in Spruce Head.
area. They
from 41 states and Canada, ac the Knox-Lincoln
proven methods. The individual a. m.
etc.
will welcome anyone In .the Wal
cording
to
Thomas
Leavitt,
presi

Yet there is a law of average can add a few good ideas of his
Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, home
Seth M. White
dent of the nation's oldest poult- doboro. South Waldoboro and
that seems to take care of most own too. Such a system follow demonstration agent for Knox- I
Seth M. White of Cape Elizabeth try exposition. A dozen poultry or Friendship districts interested in
competent poultrymen so that they ed through every flock from be Lincoln Counties will conduct both i THE GRANGE CORNER
Extension work. Those interested
a least make a good living most ginning to end means success.
has been appointed to the position ganizations will hold their annual
classes. The no pin, no baste j
should contact thc secretary. Mrs.
What does such a system mean? method of apply zippers, and the
of the time. They study the mar
of field manager of the Maine meetings during the four-day run
Hollis W Pitcher, RED 3. Waldo
The
show's
super-grand
cham.
Assuming
that
good
chicks
have
kets and plan their flocks care
Publicity Bureau's membership
methods of putting in underarm
Meenahga Grange
a patient al Knox Hospital.
boro, for information.
fully to take full advantage of the ’ been purchased, it means proper gussets, will be included. Leaders
By E. Gross
Thc lecturer’s march was won staff, according to an announce pion bird and winners in a variety
Extension work provides the
of
classes
will
be
exhibited
in
A&P
higher prices. They keep all of heat, a well prepared pen with will hold this meeting for their
A meeting was held on Monday by Inez Montgomery.
ment today.
Food
Stores'
Hail
of
Fame.
Gov|
homrrnakpr
many new ideas
night with Master Frank Sheffield
their problems to a minimum plenty of feed and water to greet 1 own groups early in 1956
White was born in Snowville,
Visitor’s were present from
ernment savings bonds will be and
lat<’st information on new
even though they cannot avoid I the new chicks. It means correct . Each clothing leader is request- in the chair.
Medomak, Evening Star, Warren N. H.. and was graduated from
given to winning owners by the Produrt3 an<> processes. Compiled
The meetings, which have been and St. Georges Granges.
I heat and a uniform addition of 1 ed to bring the following: sewing
them all together.
Kennett High School. Conway, N.
food firm.
at thc Univc''sity of Maine, these
Raising good poultry is fussy | feed and water space as the machines, extension cords, thread, | held in the dining room to date,
H..
in
1931.
He
attended
North

Ocean View Grange
As
extra
attractions,
sheep
and
arC auU>orita“ve
Pr®scissors,
thimbles
and
needles,
j
will
now
be
conducted
upstairs
in
business. It means' attention to thc chicks grow. It means thc best
eastern Universiy in Boston after
By Nellie M. Boyles
rabbit shows will be conducted in s' ntc<^
smallest detail. It often means in ventilation that conditions will Each leader will also need to bring ' the hall, beginning Monday night1
high
school,
majoring
in
business
Due to a special town meeting
a seven inch slide fastner to use I when degree master, Josephine
conjunction with the poultry com- : 1965 was an eaP~‘a"y enjoyable
finite patience under trying con permit 24 hours a day. It means
no Grange meeting was held Mon administration.
for
a
skirt
closing.
Other
materi

Geele
will
act
as
degree
master.
petition. In addition, a Back Bay and Profltab,e year for this group
ditions. All poultrymen dread elimination of sick, crippled and
Prior
to
coming
with
thc
Bu

day evening.
Barnyard will feature all kinds They won a blue ribbon in the
flooded waterers, but the good undersized birds. It means appli- I als will be furnished and there Those who usually take part in the
Sister Mary Holmes has return reau. White was employed by Dun of domestic animals.
“Meals For Many’’ contest under
w
’
ill
be
a
small
charge
for
them.
degree
work
are
requested
to
be
poultryman is just as concerned cation of knowledge concerning ’
ed from the hospital and able to & Bradstreet as financial and
Food Leadership of Mrs. Arthur
At Rockland, members may present.
Special
tanks
will
accommodate
over a dry waterer. Every water disease. This means that a poul- !
technical analysist covering the
Spicer and Mrs. Austin WinehenThe Grange has voted lo sub attend Grange again.
bring their lunches or plan to cat
scores
of
waterfowl
in^hiding
ing device and every feeder has I tryman should be able to >pot
Sisters Rosa Slavey and Mar entire State of Maine.
baugb. flrrt prize for their Union
out. At Nobleboro a meal will be scribe to Ihe. (Jrange Herald for
different varieties of
regular patronage from a certain i disease as early as possible.
He joined the Bureau in Janu several
Fair exhibit, due mostly to the
| served at noon by thc Nobleboro the officers. During the lecturer's garet Frieder are spending the
ducks
and
geese.
Along
side
of
TTie other day I read a sugges
number of birds in thc pen. A dry
ary, 194®. and was employed as
Extension group.
hour, projects and goals for the winter in New York.
original ideas of thc chairman of
assistant field manager working thia pxhibit' P®a'<x*a. P^ridge
waterer or an empty feeder means tion that 100 cockerels chicks be
coming year were dissussed.
A very interesting letter has
’ j that committee, Mrs. Edgar Winin a Unison capacity between the Phpasa"’ a'Jd «uai>
hoUscd ehenbach, and a white ribbon for
that a certain number of birds' arc • purchased with every flock of pul
been received from Brother Irv
Acorn
Grajige
going short of feed and water.
j lets. Twice a week two of these Parasite Disease
|‘"^Xs ’ar'Te^ng shipped to
#t 0,6 a"nUal ""Ptln<
ing Broadbent. who is a patient B-eau and the business
By Mrs. Cart Littlefield
The worry is not about the more j chicks should be killed and autoof
the
State.
...
;
held
in
Thomaston.
Mrs. Hazen
i
at
the
Veterans
Hospital
in
Togus.
Can Be Prevented
Acorn Grange held a regularly
Mr. White has for several years ' thc sho" by r”"'>onairc fanciers.
progressive birds. They will prob- 1 psied. No pullets would be sacriSister
Barbara
Sawyer
has
re

Hilton
was
chairman
of commit
scheduled meeting Jan. 4 wilh
past solicited industrial and busi-1 lar*c ®°"'™rCia, poultry proably seek out food and water else- ' ficed and the poultryman would be States Wheldon
tee for this exhibit.
Master John Newman, presiding. turned to Providence Barrington
duccrs.
owners
of
small
flocks.
where in the pen. But the timid ■ able to catch .some diseases long
I Bible College where she is a stu ness firms in this section on be
The year ended in December
and 4-H youngsters with one
That old ounce of prevention is An interesting program in keeping
birds are just as important and I before they became evident by
half of the Bureau.
with the planning meeting for 1956
with the New Year was presented dent.
two
birds.
still
thc
best
control
for
cecal
cocthose are the ones w’hich will not i flock inspection.
This method
and a Christmas party. Hostesses
by thc lecturer.
Refreshments I Jan. 16, the First, and Second
have the spunk or know how to j would also supply birds to be sent cidiosis, a common and serious
i Degrees will be conferred. Memwere Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach
were served after the meeting,
disease
of
poultry,
according
to
make the change.
i to thc pathological laboratory for
I hers please bring cake or sand
Extension
Staff
and Mrs. Amy Bliven. Santa Claus
At
the
next
meeting
Jan.
18
the
Harry C. Wheldcn, Extension poulThe able poultryman takes all ; checking,
lecturer will present a variety pro wiches.
was portrayed by Mrs. Kenneth
If thc above method were prac-1try »P«c‘allst at the University of
Attends School
this for granted. He knows it is
gram including a “March of the
Weston, in mask and wig, who
Evening Star Grange
Maine.
thc truth even though he cannot ticed faithfully by all poultrymen,
Months
”
with
tableau.
Jan.
24.
By
Jose|diinc
Fuih\v
County Agent Gil Jaeger, 4-H gave out the exchange gifts to the
Cecal coccidiosis is caused by a
prove it to you on the spot. Thc it seems likely that pullet mor
Evening Star Grange held its
microscopic parasite which chick the Acorn Ladies’ Degree Team
Club
Agent Loana S. Shibles. accompaniment of cons.derable
proof comes in thc nest or on thc tality would be cut down substan
ens may pick up from contaminat will work thc third and fourth de i first meeting in 1956, Monday cveHome
Demonstration Agent, Ma hilarity.
scales at thc dressing plant.
tially. After eight weeks or so
I ning Jan. 2 with a small attened soil, litter, water, or fccd- grees at Owls Head Grange.
bel K. Folsom and Esther D.
Most of us are fired with ambi- , those cockerels would bring some
I dance due to the cxtremly cold
When large numbers of the parOwls Head Grange
Mayo.
agent-at-large
attended
tion to excel at one time or an ) return as they would then be large
4-H Doings
| weather.
sites get into the lining of the ceca
By Elisabeth Walker
the
January
Conference
at
Univer
Gross
other. Maybe we think that this enough to eat. Probably most
(blind gut), they destroy cells and
Owls Head Grange conferred '! At the meeting of Jan. 16. Eve
sity
of
Maine,
Orono,
the
first
now flock is going to get extra hatcheries would be willing to cause blood to ooze from thc cecal
ning Star will be host to the
On Page Four
thc First and Second Degrees on
week of January.
special care. That is a
good : throw in extra cockerels without lining.
Traveling Grange and is is hoped
five candidates at its last meet- i
Speakers
at
thc
conference
In

George
Birkett,
Nobleboro,
has
thought if it is sustained by daily ■ cost. The cost of the feed could
In a typical outbreak, w’here ing. Those receiving the degrees thc weather will be a few degrees started cutting logs in his woodlot. cluded Dr. Garland Russell, pro
----------------------------------- ----------------- be charged to health insurance. large numbers of thc parasites are
warmer.
were: Beryl Borgeraon and Ray
George has done considerable fessor of Education, U. of M who
j For the benefit of the newer present, some chickens die sud
SEE THE NEW
Megunticook Grunge
mond O'Jala of Owls Head Grange
selective cuting in his woodlot spoke on principles of teaching
11 poultrymen who are still struggl- denly. there arc bloody droppings
By Blanche Tuienoe
during thc past 10 years.
and Alton Pease, Maureen Pease
and techniques ol teaching.
CLINTON
f
VpDlf||*F
to
might 1>P said that
on the ground or litter, and affect
Following the usual Circle supJohn Osier, Waldoboro, has a
and Stanley Stark of Medomak
Dr. Kenneth Warner, Extension
VkllllVL
I competent poultrymen establish ed chickens have a ruffled, droopy
j per and business session the pro crew cutting in his farm woodland.
HHrH SPEED
Valley Grange.
Educationist, Federal Extension
i a system. They may change some appearcncc, pale combs, and eat
gram was turned over to thc lec- The stumpage has been sold to a
UTE WEIfiHT
Thc Third and Fourth Degrees
Service
who
spoke
on
"Adapting
parts of thc system from time to or drink poorly. Other birds in the will be conferred at the next meet- <”H ’ Mrs. Dow. Stunt and guessLOW COST
lumber company who is cutting Our Teaching Methods to Current
’ time as thc industry progresses. brood may appear healthy.
t
qa mu
i
j
ing on Jan.
24 The Cushing
de- >nK games were preceded byJ thc only thc trees selected for removal Needs,” and Dr. Starley Hunter,
Here are several management
. But they do not get on fire with
CHAIN SAWS
.
.
, , .
lecturer’^ march, won by Herbert by a forester.
gree team has been asked to con i
specialist in Family Economics
: ambition that burns itself out part practices suggested by Whclden to .
re,,
,
. ' Gould. Following was a solo by
Anyone
interested
in
reforesta

As Low As
Thc harvest ;
*
J
and Home Management, Federal
reduce the number of this long- fer these ,,degrees.
I wray through.
r
, i Harland Robinson and readings tion should be thinking about get
supper will v
be ,before
thc mcetExtension
Service,
whose
subject
lived,
hard
to
kill
parasite
that
$162.50
If you arc producing good poulby past master, Mary Nash and ting their orders made out in thc
was "'Long Range Family Finan
(1) •ng.
I try consistently above the average causes cccal coccidiosis:
Marston Beverage.
near future. Technical assistance
Complete with
Sister
Merle
Weeks
and
3istc
r
j
Raise young chickens apart from
cial
Planning."
you
know
that
your
system
is
A musical quiz was wom by is available at the Knox-Lincoln
Treat Your Home To
Adelaide Damon were reported 1
old
stock.
(2)
Put
each
new
brood
Guide
Bor and Chain
j sound. If you are behind the cig.it
Harland Robinson and Eugene St. Soil Conservation District Office,
Top Performance
of chicks into a clean house, with ill. Also, Sister Ada Watts is still '
I
ball,
the
chances
are
good
that
Post
Office
Building.
Rocklond.
Clair.
A reading. “The Anvil”,
l Sharp, clear TV images; staticclean feeders and waterers, and
Chas. E. Stackpole
ffrcc radio reception . . . these I you will have to make some
was given by Mrs. Dow.
new
litter.
(3)
Keep
litter
dry,
(8)
If
you
raise
chickens
on
wire,
, watching and listening pleasures
changes in your program to bring
Thirty-one members and two end of 4he meeting
THOMASTON, MAINE
I are yours when you rely oa us I your system up to par. Don't stir frequently and remove damp clean the wire regularly.
Plans
are
bring
perfected
for
visitors
were
present.
The
closing
TEL. 194-3
' for prompt, efficient service
litter. (4) Place waterers on wire
Feeding a coccidiostat in the
6-S-tf
the polio benefit Megunticook is ,
blame it onto luck. A good market
tan<l repairs.
platforms over floor drains, keep feed at preventative levels is good thought was given by Mary Nash
for eggs is only as good as your feeders high enough to prevent
putting on Jan 28. A public sup :
and
tbe
closing
song
was.
“
God
insurance, but is no reason to ne
Richards
per will be served from 5 to 7 j
percentage of production. A good fouling.
SOf lAI. ITEMS
(5) clean feeders and glect proper management practi Be With You Til We Meet Again’’.
APPRECIATED
On
Jan.
18.
Neighborhood Many fine items have been dona- 1
meat
market
ia
only
as
good
as
wate
rers
with
hot
water
and
deces.
In
cases
of
a
suspected
out

* Radio - Television tbe flock of broilers you s-cll. Thc
tergent at least once a week. (6) break of cecal coccidiosis. your Grange Night will be observed, ted and a large attendance is ex- i
Write or
pioneering has been done for you. Get rid of carriers such as rats veterinarian or county agent can Jan. 25. the Irving Berlin program peeted.
ANT S1ZB
SALES and SERVICE
Telephone
770
On Order si
On Feb. 1. thc guest speaker j
Your problem is to follow thc path and mice around poultry houses. advise you about how’ to get a de- ' will be presented. On Jan. 18,
107 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON
THE COMIER-GAZETTE
that has been beaten for you by (7) Fill in or drain any damp finite diagnosis and how to best there will be no circle supper, will be a state troopor, on trafTHE COUWEB-GAZETTl
| Day Phone 151-2 • Nights. 151-3
i
86-»w
iai-s-tfl the better poultrymen.
i refreshments will be served at the fie problems.
areas around the poultry house. handle the outbreak.
'
[
i
i

poultryman
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; Miss Edna Hilt; Cradle Roll, Mrs.
Herbert Sanborn.

THOMASTON
New. and SociaJ Items,

Grace < hapter Holds Reception
Grace Chapter, OES. held a re; ception Wednesday night at the
Masonic Temple honoring As.-.' ate Grand Matron Elizabeth C.ilA/3c Kenneth Wotton has re- Trustees, Miss Helen Studley. Mrs. derwood of Biddeford and Assortturned to duty at Sc ott Air Force Bowdoin Grafton, Richard Elliot, a(P Grand Patron John B. S. FitzBase in Bellville, Ill., after spend- Norman Connon and Walter Ah- pMrick of Thomaston. There were
60 in attendance with 16 Chapters
ing a 10 day leave with his mother, bott.
Mrs. Rena Wotton. He was aeElects New Officers
being: represented. Worthy Matron
companied as far as Portland by I The annual meeting of the Bap- Leola Rodamer gave a warm vvel- |
his mother and his sister and tist Church was held Thursday eve- COme to the group and spoke briefbrother-in-lw, Mr. and Mrs. Al- ning at which time reports from jy (0
honored guests, presentfred Lawry.
various committees and organlza- ing them with a gift. Worthy
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Knights tions of the church were read. The Qran(j Matron Hazel K. Libby and
have closed their summer home in following officers were elected for Worthy Grand Patron C. Kenneth
Cushing and are staying at the the coming year: Pastor. Rev. Morrill gave a short talk, thanking
home of their son and daughter- John R. S. Fitzpatrick; Clerk, Mrs. thc chapter for the opportunity to
Mrs. Warren Frank Hallowell; Financial Secre- v|g|t here.
Refreshments were
in-law, Mr. and
Knights for the remainder of the tary, Miss Mabel Fernald; Trea- 'served in the banquet hall after
winter.
surer. Miss Frances Shaw; Bene- ^e meeting with Mrs. Clarence
Mrs. Alfred Harjula has returned volent Treasurer. Miss Gladys Fer- Lunt as chairman. Grand officers
home after having been a patient nald; Deacons, Francis Tillson, attending were: Worthy Grand
at Knox Hospital.
Charles Starrett, Arthur Kalloch, Matron Hazel K. Libby of RichEugene Benner, son of Mr. and Byron Hahn, Frank Hallowell, Eu- mond; Worthy Grand Patron C.
Mrs. Orrin Benner, has returned gene Walton, William Russell Kenneth Morrill of Weeks Mills;
home after having been a patient Hoffses and Ralph Jackson; Dea- Grand Conductress Gertrude Powat Knox Hospital.
conesses, Mrs. Ralph Carroll, Mrs., erg 0£ Freeport; Associate Grand
Mrs. Vesta Stevens is resting Ferdinand Day, Mrs. Peariie Hall. Conductress Leah Page of Bath;
comfortably at the home of her Mrs. Marie Singer and Miss Edna Grand Sentinel Owen Taylor of
niece, Mrs. Albert Condon, after Hilt; Trustees, Ralph Carroll, Ben- Winthrop; Grand Chaplain Mara fall on the icy street. She was jamin Smalley, Sr., Alfred Strout,1 joric Whitten of Weeks Mills;
taken to Knox Hospital where x- Byron Hahn. Peariie Hall, William organist Bpatrice DickPV of Lpw.
rays showed no broken bones.
Daggett. Alton Foster, Sr.. Mrs.)ist0„. Grand Adah winifrPd De.
Enoch Clark has returned from Harold Robinson. Mrs. John Fitt- Merrittt of Portland; Grand Mara business trip in Boston.
I Patrick, Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Miss I shall Vivian
of BowdoinMrs. Donald Pendleton is visit- Christine Moore and Miss Gladys ham; Grand Ruth AnnettP Brooks
ing friends in Worcester, Mass.
Fernald; Christian Education. Mrs. of Waldoboro; Grand Elect!! PaulMrs. George
Rogers spent Ralph Jackson and Mrs. Byron | ine QUpatrick of Richmond; Dis-

Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS, GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-8

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Mrs- Emma Torrey of this town • The Pioneer Girls will meet at
has returned to her home follow-| the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
ing three weeks’ treatment at Saturday morning at 9.30 a. m.
Knox Hospital. Mrs. Torrey will
The Elm Street Reading Club
be most pleased to greet friends will meet with Mrs. Lee Lenfest,
calling at he Union street home Monday evening, at her home on
=================================== Mountain street. The readers will
Scott of the Cathedral Church in be Mrs. Mary Nash and Mrs. Jes
Portland as
speaker. Sunday sie Sat er lee.
School at 10 a. m.
There will be a special conclave
Sunday School at the Assembly of Camden Commandery, January
of God Church at 10 a. m. Sun- 17. Work will be in the Order of
day morning followed by service
the Temple. Refreshments will be
of worship
orship at 11 o’clock with Rev.
served.
Robert Dickinson bringing the
The next meeting of the Friends
message. Evening service at 7.
Wednesday evening service at 7. in-Council will be held Tuesday at
2 o’clock at the home of Mrs.
Federated Church School Sun
day morning at 9.45 with M rs. Lf.vis Webber. The assistant host.
Karl Stetson as superintendent. esses will be Mrs. Paul Millington
Service of worship at 11 o’clock and Mr» Charles Babb. Mrs. Joe
with sermon .by Rev. George H. French will speak on "Refinish.ng
Gledhill on “Our Physical And Antiques ’.
Spiritual
Well-Being.’’
Chureh
The Seaside 4-H Club met at j
Music: Solo by Robert Stackpole. the YMCA on Monday. Jan. 9. a'
Anthem by the choir, "Nearer My 3.15 with 17 members present.
God To Thee” by Wilson. Mrs. The president, Rebecca Water"'alter Abbott will be in charge man. appointed the following comof thp NursprY for 8ma11 children m.ttees: community project, MardurlnK the Kprvlcp of worship, tha Libby, Deborah Buck, Anne
Youth Fellowship will meet at 5.45 Sullivan and Wilma Leonard;
and will go to Rockland where they ,iance committee, Linda Barker,
win attend a meeting at thc Syn- patty Curit and Rebecca WaterThursday in Portland where she Hahn; Auditors, Mrs. Frank HalDeputy Grand Matron Con- agogue at which Alan Grossman man; refreshment committee for
visited Mrs. Cornelius Overlook at lowell, Mrs. Rodney Brazier and g(ancP Durkee of Union. Rev. and will be speaker. Wednesday The January 23. Jessie Heal. Mary
the Portland General Hospital and Miss Nellie Tibbetts; Flower Com- jjrs. John B. S. Fitzpatrick enter- Friendly Circle will meet at 7.30 Connell and Mary Wentworth. ReMr. Overiock.
mittee, Mrs. Leroy Whitten, Mrs. I tajncd tbe above Grand Family at the home of Mr.s. Bowdoin freshments were served by ReThe annual meeting of the Con- Rodney Brazier and Mrs. Frank and worthy Matron and Worthy Grafton with Mr.s. William Flint becca Waterman and Wilma Leon
! ar(j
gregational Fellowship of the Fed- Buzynski, Mrs. Robert Andrews , Patron A Otto Rodamer and Mr. as co-hostess.
erated Church was heid Monday and Mrs. Margaret Partridge; and Mrg Frank Hallowell at a
Sunday School at the Baptist
Thc Auxiliary to Canton Molievening. Reports of the various Baptismal Committee. Mrs. Charles 1 buffet supper at their home Wed- Church Sunday morning at 9.45 noaux wjji bold their installation
committees were read and the fol- Starrett, Mrs. Benjamin Smalley, > nesday evening before the meet- with service of worship at 11 a. of officers Monday evening with
lowing officers were elected for Jr., lfrs. Wilbert Harper, Mrs. Otto ing
m., with Rev. John Fitzpatrick ^rs. Clara Leach of Warren as
the ensuing year: Clerk. Mrs. Fred Irvine and Mrs. Madeline Spear;
Apr-__
Mpptbringing a message on ‘’What Is instaUing officer
Refreshments
Burgess; Treasurer, Richard EUi- Sunday
School, Superintendent.
The Church.’’ Nursery for small will be served and all members |
ot- Auditor, Frank Elliot; Deacons, Mrs. Linwood Silver, Jr.; Assistant j
rcana
ge,
mg so
>
children during the service of
Albert Harjula and Dr. E. R. Superintendent, Mrs. John Fitzpat- I ,hiaa he!d its rcgular meeting woship. BYF meets at 6 o’clock may invite friends to attend.
Moss; Deaconesses, Miss Helen rick; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Wednesday night at the K. P. hall with Eugene Walton as speaker.
Nominating Committee Report
Studley and Miss Hilda George; Alfred Strout; Home Department, j ""ith a large attendance.
i Evening service at 7 with Rev.
The annual meeting of the
Visiting lodges were Meduncook Fitzpatrick’s subject being “An Chestnut Street Baptist Church
| Testamentary issue to Francis E. of Friendship, Georges River of
STATE OF MAINE
' Donahue of Rockland. Malm, WilBoothbay of Boothbay, Articulate Faith.” Monday, Beta held at the church Thursday eveU.GAL NOTICES
Alpha meets at the church at 7.30. ning. Supper was served at 6.15
liam Francis DiPcsa of Milton
,
. . v
». ... ,
PROBATE
Mass., and Nathan W. Thompson Eureka of Auburn, McKinley of , Refreshments will
be served, p. m. with Mrs. Robert Cain and
To all persons interested in of Portland, Maine, they being Prospect, St. Elmo of Auburn,
either of the estates hereinafter the executors named therein. Swampscott of Exeter, N. H. ; Thursday, a combined meeting of Mr.s. Kenneth Herrick as co-cha’rthe Ladies and Missionary Circles i man. The following are the offinamed:
without bond.
'Grand
officers present were:
| will be held at the church at 2jeers elected for the ensuing year:
At a Probate Court held at
ALTON P. FRENCH, late of; chancellor Comander, Roy ColeRockland, in and for the County Camden, deceased. Will and Peti- man Qf Auburn Past Grand Com- ; o’clock for white cross work, deacons, Frank Leonard and Robof Knox, on the twentieth day of tion for Probate thereof asking
i Each member will bring a box ert Cain. Sr.; deaconesses, Hallie
December, ln the year of our that said will may be proved and ander’ Ha'ry Jo,dan of Aubu,n’ supper and remain for the Prayer j Leonard, Ethel Cain, Pearl Wal
Lord one thousand nine hundred allowed and that Letters Testa- Past Grand Commander, Neil
.... » i « tt
i
.
i and Praise sevice at 7 o’clock. den, Irene Hansen, Priscilla Hart,
and fifty-five, and » by , adjournav.
mentarv issue to Mildred B. Hor- Bishop of Stockton Springs, Buton °f camdf,n’ shp
the exe- premp Inner Guard, Otto Irvine,
“ TrustpPS
Marion Gray, Eva Hansen, Chartwentieth day of sa .d DPcemDer. , clrtrix n.(mfd therpin
without
WarrPn
Deputv Grand follow'Pd by choir rphparsal af'j lotte Uphame, and Vera FitzsimThe following matters having been bond.
.
P .
I ter the service.
raons; trustees, Richard Meser- |
presented for the action thereupon
Chancellor, Alden Watts. Thomas- ’
ANNIE
H.
BESSEY,
late
of
hereinafter Indicated it is hereby
k
y_vy
and Douglass Kelley; modFriendship, deceased. Will and ton and Deputy Grand ChancelORDERED:
•erator, Allton Green; clerk, Lil
Petition for Probate thereof ask- j ]or Harold Pierson of Auburn,
That notice thereof he given to ing that said will may be proved , Supper preceded the meeting
lian Herrick; assistant clerk,
, T, , _ . ,..................... .... UNION
all persons interested, by caus ng
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PUBLIC LOAN

This is a scene you see every Sunday . , •
hundreds of men and women pouring out of our

churches. What effect does it have on the life of

our community?
There was more happiness in our streets this

week . . . more sympathy and understanding . . .

more kindness and helpfulness . . . more determina
tion to attain the highest moral

and spiritual

ideals.

We won’t see Utopia next week. Human nature
is still human. Perfection is God’s alone.
But crowded churches change many lives. Wor

ship and prayer strengthen souls. The seed God
plants never dies, if we are determined to culti

THE CHURCH FOR AU .. .
AU FOR THE CHURCH
The Church is ih. greatest lactor on earth lor the building ol
character and good cilirenship It
is a storehouse o! spiritual values
Wi.hout a Strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilisation can
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......... Matthew

Matthew

Come to Church next Sunday.

And when you

leave, you and our community will be richer because
Saturday

you were there.

I John
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Copyrifht 1966. Keister Adv. Service. Strubur*. Va.

Sponsored by
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Rockland - Camden - Union - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Distributors Shell Gasoline, Range & Fuel Oil
Utility Gas and Gas Appliances

E. B. CROCKETT STORES, INC.

WALTER MORSE, FLOWERS

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

For Your Moral Needs

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox ( ounty in Thrift and Home
Ownership Since 18H8

Packard unit Wlllys
Sales anti Serviej

COMPTON'S

Mobil-Flame Bottled Gas Distributor
TEL. 1135
RO4 KLANI), ME.

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.

M. E. WOTTON & SON
Floor Coverings and Interior Decorations

ALLEN BROWN
Men’s Clothing and Furnishings
304 MAIN ST.
TEI.. 1782

Retreading and Repairing
70 PARK ST.
TEL. 1555

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AAA anil ALA Emergency Road Service
TEL. 8004
M< Kl AND, ME.

STANLEY'S GARAGE

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.

The Handiest Place In Town
TEL. 511
ROCKLAND, ME.

“Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Back’’

ROCKLAND POULTRY CO.

LINCOLN E. McRAE

Growers and Buyers of
Fancy Live and Dressed Poultry

INVESTMENTS

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
Service As You Want It

CARL M. STILPHEN
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Boston - Portland - Rockland
Belfast - Ellsworth - Yarmouth, N. S.

MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE
Prescription Service
THOMASTON, MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
ROUTE 1
THOMASTON, ME.

G & E TEXACO SERVICE
Wes Greene — Alfred Erickson
THOMASTON, MAINE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

Men’s and Boys’ Wear
433-435 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

EDWARDS AND COMPANY

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

The Cream of Ice Cream

DANIELS JEWELERS
THE PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Rockland’s Leading Restaurant
Owned and Operated by the Melntoshes

V. A. BURNS MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail
97 M-AIN ST.
THOMASTON, MB.

Lloyd E. Daniels, Certified Gemologist
Registered Jeweler, American Gem Society

STARR BROTHERS, INC.
General Contractors
269 PLEASANT ST.
ROCKLAND

AL'S HAIRDRESSING
SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.

COLLINS & FOSS, INC.

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
Home of Dutch Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W’ ROCKLAND

MARITIME OIL CO.
KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE
MAKES WARM FRIENDS
Rockland 1311, II No Answer (all 896-R

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Morris B. Perry - Estab. 1904 - Earle C. Perry
Food Market, Park Si. - Coal Office Main St.

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
680 MAIN 6TR1ET

Dry Cleansers
ROCKLAND — CAMDEN

MILLER'S GARAGE
DeSoto — Sales-Service — Plymouth
25-31 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND

HUMPTY-DUMPTY RESTAURANT
Where Good F.ggs Meet To Eat

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
Prescription and Fountain Service
THOMASTON, ME.

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

St. Peter’s Episcopal Church:
Order of Services: Parish Com
munion and Sermon, 9.30 a. m.;
Communion
Breakfast,
10.30;
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays.
Mass. Tuesday, Thursday and Fri
day at 7.30 a m., Wednesday,
6 a. m.
* * *
At First Universalist Church:
Morning Worship and Sunday
School are both at 11 a m., with
Rev. George H. Wood and Supt.
Sam W. Collins, Jr. The church
choir is directed by Mrs Iva
Cooper, and the ushers and greet
er ot the Day welcome all per
sons. Organizations of the Church
and parish include Chapin Class,
Tonian Circle, Comity Circle, U.
Y. F., Church School, Church
Cholrfl, Boy and Cub Scoutingfi the
Association of Universalist Wom
en, and monthly suppers are held
every second Wednesday, with spe
cial events as announced.
All
persons welcome.
* * *
St. Bernard’s Church in Rock
land, Sunday services, 8 and 11
a. m.; St. James Church, Thom
aston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Good
Hope Church, Camden, 9.30 a. m.
Confessions at St. Bernard’s Rock
land, Saturday, 3.30 and 7 p. m.
* ♦ *
Man’s God-given right to health
and healing will be emphasized at
Christian Science services Sunday
in the Lesson-Sermon on the sub
ject of “Life”.
Christ Jesus’ healing of the cen
turion’s servant who “was sick
and ready to die” (Luke 7) will
be among the accounts of the lifegiving power of God to be real
from the King James Version of
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corner of Camden street and Phil- 11 o’clock for study and fellow-’ rock
street, Sunday: Church join w’ith them as Dr. Piper at the parsonage, Thursday evebrick avenue. Sunday morning at ?hip. All members of the parish School. 10 a. m., preaching at 11. speaks to them. .The pre-service ning at 7.
9.45. There will be also programs , are invited to join one of the
• • •
prayer meeting will be at 6.45.
• » •
in Home Missions for the children classes. The Youth Fellowship
At the Congregational. Church. anj the closing service of the
Sr. Captain Douglas Bethune,
under the direction of their vari- will meet at 5.30 with Margo Guay Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor: Crusade will open at 7 p. m. with Divisional Young People’s secre
ous departments heads. The morn- I conducting the devotions and morning worship at 10.40. with Ray Pendleton conducting the tary of The Salvation Army in
the Bible.
ing service will follow’ at 11 with George Johnson speaking to the Mrs. Howard E. Rollins, organist, song service and presenting the Northern New England, will be
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m., the pastor. Rev. Chester M. Sta group.
Kola Discussion Group and Mrs. Winola Cooper directing special music. The service wil! the guest speaker at The SalvaSunday school at 10.30 a. m., Wed ples, speaking on the subject, mcet.s with Dr. and Mrs. Abbott the senior choir. Pastor’s topic, he broadcast over WRKD from tion Army all day Sunday. The
nesday night services at 7.30.
“What is Man”? The BTF will at 8 o’clock.
• The Golden Rule or Gold the 7 30 to 8 The subject of Dr. • captain is stationed in Portland.
• ♦ •
The Boy Scouts will meet on Ruler . Church School sessions at piper’s message will be “Heaven, Before coming to Portland he
meet in the vestry at 6 with Mrs.
At the Universalist Church this Louise Thomas conducting a Mis Monday evening at 7 o’clock and 9.15 and 10.30.
Comrades of the 'phe Home of The Saved”.
was engaged in prison work, beSunday, Jan. 15, at 11 Rev. George sions study group.
The evening the Girl Scouts have the vestry on Way meet at 2to go to the Snow’- j Monday night the Pioneer Girls, *nK head of the Prison DepartH. Wood will have as sermon church service will be at 7.15. Tuesday afternoon at 3.30. The bowl, weather permitting, for an Colonist group, meet at 6.30, and ment of The Salvation Army for
topic “A Heavenly Relationship”,
The prayer meeting of the members of the Fourth Quarterly j outing, returning to the church the Boy Scouts, Troop 204. at 7.30. the 11 Eastern States. Sendees
and the Church School meets with church Tuesday night at 7, Conference (annual meeting) will for cocoa and
doughnuts. Plan- On Tuesday the Golden Hour of
at 10 a- m- Sunday School;
Supt. Sam Collins at the same 11 will he followed by choir rehears meet on Tuesday evening for a ning session at 4 for Interdemomi- prayer and Praise will be held at 11 a- m- Holiness meeting; 6.15
a. m. hour. All are welcome. On al at 8 p. m. Thursday there will supper at 6 o’clock, followed by national Youth Service on Fob- 7 30
Tlio Pilgrim Pioneer Girls ! P- m. Young People’s meeting;
Monday even at 7,
Bey Scout be an all day meeting oi the Wo the reports of the year’s work. ruary 5.
meet on Wednesday at 3.30 and 7.30 p. m. Salvation Meeting. The
Troop 203 meets at the vestry with men’s Missionary Society (10 a. Rev. Alfred Hempstead, District j Appointments for the week in- the Stockade at 7. The Junior Am- public is invited to attend any or
Scoutmaster E. E. Harrington and m. to 4 p. m.) in the vestry. All Superintendent, will preside. The j clude: Monday, Girl Scout Troop baasadors will meet Thursday at, a11 of thPsr services
Assistant Thomas E. Watkinson. women of the church are invited. Kola Klub will meet on Thursday 1 at 3. Boy Scout Troop at 7; Tues- 3 30 an(j the Missionary FellowOn Tuesday evening at 7.30 at the The postponed supper meeting of evening for a supper at 6.30 and day, Girl Scout Troop 20 at 3. and ship will bc on Thursday night at
Manse, another teacher training the Fidelia Class will be held a social evening. The committee i senior choir rehearsal at 7; Wed- 7.30. The Saturday night prayer
WALDOBORO
session will be held. On Wednes Thursday evening at 6.30 with will be: Louise and Robert Greg nesday, annual church meeting at group will meet at 7.30.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
day evening at 8. the Tonian Cir Miss Margaret Dorman in charge. ory and Alice and Merle Conant. 7. with circle supper at 6.15 with
The following Sunday morning
Correspondent
The junior choir will rehearse on
cle will be entertained at the
Ralph Post and Charles Foote, the Providence-Barrington Bible
Morning service at the Owls
Telephone
Temple 2-9201
home of Mrs. Donald H. Farrand, Head Church will be held at 8.45 Friday afternoon at 3.30 and the Sr., in charge, serving a meat 1 College A Cappela Choir will bring
215 Talbot avenue, and business I a. m. with the pastor, Rev. Ches senior choir in the evening at 7 loaf and scalloped potato menu; | a program of sacred music in the
o’clock.
Roland A. Genthner was elected
Thursday,
thh Odds and Ends I 10.45 service.
session will be conducted by Mrs. ter Staples, speaking on the sub
» » *
as chairman of the Maine Petrj
meet at 7.30 and at 10.30 a. m. ’
* ♦ •
Levi Flint, Tonian president. On ject, “What is Man”? Sunday
The South Thomaston Methodist
Thursday evening at 7.30,
the School follows at 10 and the BYF
the Maine Council of Churches J Members of the Church of Christ leunt Industry Committee at the
Church will hold its 3unriay wor
Pack committee of Cup Pack 203 will meet at 6 Sunday night. The
meets at Hallowell, Old South
meet in the small dining room recent meeting held in Portland.
ship service at 7 o’clock. Rev.
Mrs. Perley Jones, Mrs.. Eilnrd
will meet at the vestry for busi Prayer meeting of the church is
, Congregational Church, for its an- at the Thorndike Hotel Sunday at
Merle Conant will preach on the
ness session under the direction held at 7.30 Thursday night.
nual meeting; Friday the punior n a. m. Evangelist J. Harold Mank, Mrs. Steven Patrick have
theme “A Year Acceptable To
* » *
of Cubmastcr Alfred L. Benner,
JTiomas of Bangor will conduct been in Augusta this week attend
God.” The nominating committee choir meets at 3.15.
and Assistant Gilbert E. Barker.
1
the services. The public is invited. ing the meetings of the Maine
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist will meet at 6.30 in the church for
Federation of Women's Club.
A new Den has just been formed Church, Merle S. Conant, minis
Sunday
will
be
the
climax
of
♦ * *
the purpose of nominating the offi
at East Union under the leader ter, the time of the morning wor
Mrs. Lillian Reed has returned
the
“
Begin
the
Year
With
Christ
|
Church
of
the
Nazarene,
Rev.
cers and committees for 1956. The
ship of Mrs. Pearl Goderre as ship service is 10.30, at which the
from Medford, Mass., where she
Fourth Quarterly Conference will Crusade” at the First Baptist R. O. Johnston, pastor, services
Den mother. C. Maxwell Ames of pastor will speak on the theme i be held in the church on Tuesday Church led by Evangelist, Dr. Bill of the day include Sunday School has been visiting her son, Ray
Masonic street is the new treas “A Year Acceptable To God.” evening at about 8.15 to receive Piper. A large Sunday School at- at 9.45 a. m.; morning worship at mond Cole, and family.
urer elect of Cup Pack 203. He Anne Davis will present “Chorale yearly
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston
reports.
Rev. Alfred tendance is expected at the 9.30 10.45 a. m.; Young People’s Meetwill replace Vaino Johnson.
in A” by Whiting, “Andante in Hempstead. District Superintend hour as a result of the “Don’t Be ing at 6 p. m. and Evening Ser- were in Portland this week.
» * »
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Verge of
G” by Greenish, and ‘“Reces ent, will preside for the business The Missing Link” campaign of vice at 7 p. m. Mis« Mary StudA study in Home Missions un sional” by Sheppard. The choir session.
' the past week. In the morning ley is in charge of the Young Melrose. Mass., spent the week
der the YBA program will be con will sing the anthem “Turn Thy
* * *
worship service at 10.45 Dr. People’s service. The mid-week end with relatives.
ducted under the direction of Mrs. Face From My Sins” by Sullivan,
The
Reorganized Church of Piper’s message will be on, “What prayer meeting will be at Mrs.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
Lois Bartlett in the adult classes and C. Eugene DeGroff will give Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saint?, is Saving Faith?" The Early Fisette's. 9 Rocky Hill avenue. hold a regular meeting January
of the Sunday School at the Little as his solo “Jesus Only” by Ro- pastor. George Woodward, will Teen-agers will meet at 5.45 with Wednesday at 7 p. m. The month- 17. A swap party will be held affield Memorial Baptist Church. toli. The Church School meets at hold services at GAR Hall. Lime the Senior Ambassadors invited to ly missionary meeting will be held ter the meeting.

Searsmont
MRS. ETTA L MARRINER
Correspondent

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bailey and
family of Knox were callers on
his mother, Mrs. Stella Warmun.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Howard,
daughter Sheila, and baby son
Jeffrey of Williamsburg, Va.,
came Saturday and are visiting
his grandmother, Mrs. Ada How
ard. They were called here by
the death of Mrs. Howard’s
brother, Frank Cullinan of Ap
pleton.

Richard Ripley spent three days
last week with his grandmother.
Mrs. Verna Dyer in Camden.

Gene Pendleton of Hope visited
his cousin Richard Ripley a few
days recently.
Funeral services were held at
the Coombs Funeral Home in Bel
fast Sunday at p. m. for Frank
W. Bryant of Searsmont who died
Jan. 5 in Bangor. The officers of
Quantabaeook Lodge, A.F.&A.M.,
of which the deceased was a Past
Master, conducted the services.
Miss Joyce Bailey of Knox was
a weekend guest of her uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest
Sprowl. Mr. and Mrs. Sprowl and
Mrs. Stella Warmun took her
home Sunday afternoon.
Linda iRose Ripley,
young
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Ripley was a patient in tho
Thayer Hospital in Waterville last
week for an eye operation. She
wa.s accompanied by her mother
who remained with her.
Rosewood Chapter, OES, will
observe Obligation Night at their
meeting Friday evening, Jan. 13.
Refreshments will be served after
the meeting with Evelyn Marrlner, Priscilla Place, Effie Sibley
anud Lawrence Moody in charge.

WRKD “MARCH OF DIMES” AUCTION
WARM UP TIME STARTS AT 7:00 O’CLOCK --------- —
Items to be Auctioned Saturday, Jan. 14 — Beginning at 7:30 p.m. — Bid by Package No.

CALL ROCKLAND 1600 or 1760
1

1

PACKAGE 1

PACKAGE 2

SET A

SI.98 Wrought lion Ash Tray Stand—F. W. Woolworth

Nail Puller, Value $1.95—Bicknell Mfg. Co.

7.30 P. M.

10 Gal. Reg. Gas, Value $3.10—-Bartlett's Service Station

$5.45 Opera Slippers—Flood's

8.00 P. M.

30 Yards Fill, Value $30.00—Starr Bros.

SET B

PACKAGE 3

1

1

PACKAGE 4

1 Pr. Ball Band 12” Rubber Pacs, Val. $10.95—Boston Shoe
Store

Ladies’ Billfold, Value S1.00—Vesper Leach

5 Gal. Asbestoline Waterproofing, Val. $7.50—Veto's Serv. Sta.

Grease Job, Value $1.50—Park Street Motors
Five 1 Pound Lobsters, Value $3.00—Harold Look

2 Sunday Dinners. Value $5.00—Knox Hotel

$14.95 Men’s Quilted Spoil Jacket—Haskell & Corthell

Set Spark Plugs—Value $7.50—Rockland Auto Supply

Gas Installation and 1 Bot. Gas, Value $12.50—Compton’s

6 Pl'. Nylon Hose, Value $9.59—Achorn’s, Camden

Ladies’ Billfold, Value $1.00—Vesper Leach

1 Tricycle, Value $4.29—Western Auto

6 Cans Holmes Sardines—Holmes Packing Co.

2 Passes, Value 80c—Knox Thpatre

8.30 P. M.

Five 1 Pound Lobsters, Value $3.00—Maine Coast Sea Foods

$2.49 Wrought Iron Planter—F. W. Woolworth

Five 1 Pound Lobsters, Value $3.00—Rackliff & Witham

$2.95 Sport Shirt—Puritan Clothing

SET C

Flask Set, Value $6.95—Cat roll Cut Rato

6 Cans Holmes Sardines—Holmes Packing Co.

50 Gal. Range Oil. Value $8.00—Superior Gas & Oil Co.

1 Case Clipper Root Beer—Clark Beverages

1 Case Food—First National Store, Thomaston

2 Passes, Value 80c—Knox Theatre

9.00 P. M.

Ladies’ Billfold, Value $1.00—Vesper Leach
10 Gal. Reg. Gas, Value $3.10—Joe Godfrey’s Texaco Service
Station
Electric Percolator, Value $11.50—Senter-Crane Co.

1 Case Sardines, Value $9.00—Green Island Packing

1 Men’s Toilet Case, Value $12.50—.Daniels Jewelers

2 Pound Box Chocolates, Value $2.50—Rockland Candy Co.

SET D

Men’s Shoes, Value $8.95—McLain Shoe Store

Retread 1 Passenger Car Tire, Value $15.00—Eastern Tire

Cellar Post Jack, Value $9.95—Bicknell Mfg. Co.

Set Silverware, Value $8 95—Glover’s

6 Cans Holmes Sardines—Holmes Packing Co.

2 Bx Candy, Value $150—Economy Fruit Co.

10 Gal. Gas, Val. $340—A. C. McLoon Serv. Sta., 134 Park St.

1 Pr. Moccasins, Value $3,50—-Wig-Warm

50 Gal. Range Oil, Value $8.00—Maritime Oil Co.

To

8.00 P. M.
To

8.30 P. M.
To

9.00 P. M.
To

9.30 P. M.

Service

Ladies’ Billfold, Value $1.00—Vesper Leach

1 Case Clipper Root Beer—Clark Beverages

Table Lamp, Value $20.00—J. J. Newberry’s

10 Gal. Reg. Gas, Value $3.10—Kalloch’s Calso Sorv. Station

Electric Drink Mixer, Value $12.50—Bitler’s

Nurlon Seat Cover, Value $5.95—Dick Smith’s Texaco Station

Set Silverware, Value $8.95—Glover’s

Permanent Wave, Value $10.00—Al’s Beauty Shop

Razor Blade Safe, Value 59c—Vesper Leach

1 Case Clipper Root Beer—Clark Beverages

1 Case Food—Liniken’s Market

Brass Table Lamp, Value $21.50—Meredith’s

10 Gal. Gas (Reg.), Value $3.10—John Curry’s Esso Station

1 Gal. Catbozite, Value $2.90—MacPhail’s

3 Speed Record Player, Value $20.00—Sears, Roebuck
Complete Chicken Dinner, Value $7.00-$8.00—Oliver Holden’s
Grocery, Warren

Brass Planter, Value $6.50—Clark's Flower Shop

Elec. Waffle Iron. Value $10.95—House-Sherman. Inc.

50 Gal. Range Oil, Value $8.00—A. C. McLoon Co.

10 Gal. Reg. Gas, Value $3.10—John Curry's Esso Station

1 Case Food—Woodcock’s Market

1 Case Root Beer—Havener's Bottling Works

1 Case Clipper Root Beer—Clark Beverages

2 Haircuts, Value $1.80—French & Hunt Barber Shop

Ladies’ Handbag, Value $2.99—Bell Shops

!i" Electric Drill, Value $1650—Bicknell Mfg. Co.

Nylon Nightgown, Value $7.95—Savitt’s, Inc.

$10.00 Gift Certificate—Allen Brown’s

50 Gal. Range Oil, Value $8.00—Bayside Oil Co.

10 Gal. Gas, Value $3.10—Veto’s Service Station

Men’s Toilet Kit, Value $4.95—Lloyd's Pharmacy

2 Pr. Berkshire Hose, Value $2.70—Wotton’s

Plastic Picnic Cooler, Value $3.49—Coca-Cola Bottling Works

11.00 P. M.

Razor Blade Safe. Value 59c—Vesper Leach

1 Case Clipper Root Beer—Clark Beverages

2 Haircuts, Value $1.80—Jones’ Barber Shop

$9.95 Goose Neck Bridge Lamp—E. B. Crockett’s 5 & 10

SET H

$15.00 Gift Certificate—Coffin's

Set Stainless Steel Kitchen Tools, Value $8.95—Bitler’s

1 Men’s Ski Sweater, All Wool, Value $12.95—Gregory's

5 Gal. Reg. Gas, Value $3-10—South End Esso Station

$2.98 Wrought Iron Planter—F. W. Woolworth

Coty’s Toilet Set, Value $500—Libby’s Pharmacy

10 Gal. Gas, Value $3.10—A. C. McLoon Serv. Sta.. 134 Park St.

Razor Blade Safe, Value 59c—Vesper Leach

6 Cans Holmes Sardines—Holmes Packing Co.

100 Pounds Potatoes, Value $2.75—Rockland Fruit & Produce

Plastic Picnic Cooler, Value $3.49—Coca-Cola Bottling Works
1 Case Eagle Brand Sardines, Val. $900—North Lubec Mfg.
& Canning Co.

Chrome Rocker, Value $2455—United Home Supply

5 Gal. Asbestoline Waterproofing, Val. $7.50—Veto’s Serv. Sta.

$9.95 Camera Outtit—Gifford's Music Shop

50 Gal. Range Oil, Value $8.00—Frost

Teledex Telephone List Finder, Value $1.98—Vesper Leach

Dinner for Two, Value $5.00—Marion Village

Hammered Alum. Silent Butler, Val. $2.95—Day’s Jewelry

5 Gal. Reg. Gas, Value $1.60—South End Esso Station

$2.98 Wrought Iron Planter—F. W. Woolworth

6 Cans Holmes Sardines—Holmes Packing Co.

2 Passes. Value 80c—Knox Theatre

Permanent Wave, Value $15.00—Katharine's Beauty Shop

Buckeye Picnic Kit, Value $10.95—H. H. Crie Co.
Gas Cigarette Lighter, Value $750—Corner Shop, Rockport
Home Pastry, Value $5.00—Mrs. Crouse
6 Cans Holmes Sardines—Holmes Packing Co.

Duoflex Camera, Value $1X50—Huston-Tuttle

1 Pair Ladies' Shoes, Value $9.95—Raymond's Shoe Store

SET E
9.30 P. M.
To

10.00 P. M.

SET F
10.00 P. M.
To

10.30 P. M.

SET G
10.30 P. M.
To

11.00 P. M.
To

11.30 P. M.

11.30 P. M.
To

12.00 P. M.

SET J
12.00 P. M.
To

12.30 P. M.

Razor Blade Safe, Value 59c—Vesper Leach

50 Ft. 2 Rail Cedar Fence, Installed, Value $47.00—Charles
Clancy

$1.98 Serving Tray and Stand—F. W. Woolworth

$2.98 Sport Shirt—Conant's
2 Passes, Value 80c—Knox Theatre

A

Wilkins

1 Model Iron Stove, Value $3.50—Curtiss Hardware

10 Gal. Gas, Value $3.10—Kalloch’s Calso Service Station

2 Passes, Value 80c—Knox Theatre

Scotch Picnic Cooler, Value $3.50—Bitler’s

1 Pr. Munkifaced Gloves With Every Package Donated By Economy Clothing Store

SIX ALL-NIGHT AUCTION ITEMS
PEDIGREED PARAKEET
WITH CAGE AND FOOD
VALUE $32.50—Donated by
Mrs. Charles Swift, Thomaston

ELGIN WRIST WATCH 1 CASE DRESSED POULTRY G. E. USED REFRIGERATOR
LADIES’
VALUE $37JO
Donated by Sulka Jewelers

VALUE $30.00

VALUE $60.00

Donated by Rockland Poultry Co.

Donated by Central Maine Power Co.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS WILL BE ANNOUNCED

WHEN

EMERSON

SEALEY

PORTABLE RADIO

INNERSPRING MATTRESS

VALUE $33.90
Donated by Sutdley’s, Inc.

VALUE $59.50
Donated by Stonington Furniture Co.

RECEIVED
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ENGAGEMENT OF MISS ELAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

MISS JOAN STRONG, AIRLINE HOSTESS

PRISCILLA NASH ENGAGED

STUDENT, WINS SCHOLARSHIP

ENID ST. PETERS IS ANNOUNCED

Social Matters
Bobby Blackman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Blackman, cele
brated his third birthday by en
tertaining a group of friends at his
home. Guests were: Freddy Hop
kins. Freddy Newcombe, Glen
Pease. Parker Merriam. Kiana
Jones. David Jordan. Greg MacDougal. Barbara Parker. Susan
Biekmore, Wayne Small.
all of
Rockland; Bradley Farrell and
Lucy Dyer, both of Owls Head.
Special guests were Bobby’s two
grandmothers. Mrs. Arthur Marsh
and Mrs. Arthur Blackman Mis.
Flora Cullen and thc mothers of
the invited children. Bobby re
ceived many nice gifts. Refresh
ments. including birthday cake
and icc cream, were served.
The regular meeting of Ruth
Mayhew Tent will be held at the
GAR Hall Monday evening at 7.30
The newly elected officers will be
installed by Department Senior
Vice President, Mrs. Priscilla
Smith.
Mrs. Frances Farrand will en
tertain the Tonian Circle, Wednes
day evening Jan 18. at her home
at 215 Talbot Avenue.

The refreshment committee foi
the South School annual card party
which is to be held Wednesday.
Jan. 18 at thc school, will meet at
thc home of Ruth Madigan. Holmes
Street. Monday. Jan. 16 at 1 p. m.
All those serving on this commit
tee are urged to attend.

All members of the League of
Women Voters of Rockland are in
vited to attend a workshop meet
ing of the Board of Directors of
the League to be held at the home
of Mrs. Leonise Delano, 34 Franklin Street on Monday. Jan 16 at
2.30 p. m.
A surprise shower w*as given
M ra Helvi Fisk at her Union
Street home Thursday evening.
Invited guests were, Mrs. John
Laitinen. Carolyn Spear. Mrs.
Dorothy Crie, Mrs. Alice Fernald.
Mrs. Sylvia Spear, Mrs. Fiances
Martel, Mrs. Mary Stevens, Mis.
Lydia Smith. Mrs. E. R Spear.
Mrs. Eleanor Sallinen. Mrs. Mary
Eagcn, Mrs. Edna Johnson, Miss
Lucille Nason, Miss Mary Johnson
and Miss Ruth Mathews. Refresh
ments were served by the hostesses. Mrs. Fisk received many
lovely gifts.

The Ladies Home I,<agui' ilieiting opened with the singing of
their theme chorus “Everybody
Put Your Shoulder To the Wheel”
on Wednesday evening. The meet
ing was held at The Salvation
Army where plans for a supper to
be held next Wednesday evening
at 6 00 were discussed and com
pleted. The devotional period was
led by Mrs. Wilma Stanley and
Mrs. Brungard conducted the busi
ness meeting after which Mrs.
Stanley. Mrs. Trahan and Mrs.
Curtis put on a playlet on Mental
Health. The refreshments were
served by Mrs Kay York and Mrs.
Gladys Harlow.
Mr mbers of thc Baraca Class
met for supper Wednesday night
at the Methodist Church. Major
and Mrs. Barde sponsored the sup
per assisted by Mrs. Thelma Stan
ley, Mrs. Inez Ames. Mrs. Mildred
Achorn and Mrs. Kate Greenleaf.
Roy Chatto had ebarge of the de
votions. After the business meet
ing a miscellaneous shower was
held for Miss Beverly Fickett. Rh<*
received many nice presents. Mrs
Arthur Dame invited the class to
meet at her home for supper in
February. Alvra Gregory and Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Diamond were re
ported ill.

A dessert bridge was held Thurs
day afternoon by members of the
Knox County General Hospital
Auxiliary at the home of Mrs. Law
rence Miller of 26 Rankin Street
with eight prize winners an
nounced. Co-hostesses for the af
fair were Mrs. Stuart Buigess and
Mrs. Earl Miller. Another dessert
bridge will be held by auxiliary
members on Feb. 2 at thc home of
Mrs. Robert Lindquist with Mrs.
John Snow and Mrs. Clarence
Munsey as co-hostesses Winners
were: Mrs. Robert Lindquist, Mrs.
Robert Hudson. Mrs. Meredith
Dondis. Mrs. Donald Leach. Mrs
Alan Bird. Mis. Abraham Small,
Mrs. Donald Farrand and Mrs
Dana Newman.

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75

45c

I'lra.e Remit with <oi»

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Bos 546. Dept. A.
BIB HAKBOR, MAINE
119-tf

Mrs. Percy Reynolds of 21 Tea
Street is a medical patient at Knox
Hospital.

Mrs Henry Mannix, vice presi
dent of the World League of Catho
lic Women and a past president of
the National Council of Catholic
Women, will be the luncheon
speaker at the quarterly meeting
of the Maine Diocesan Council ot
Catholic Women at Portland on
Saturday, Jan. 28 The luncheon
will be held in the Mayfair Room
of the Lafayette Hotel at 1 o’clock
and Mrs. Walter L. Skillings. 357
Main Street, South Portland, is
chairman of reservations, dead
line for which is Jan. 26.
Volunteers who will staff the
Tri County Maine Cancer Society
office. 431 Main street, for the
week of Jan. 16. are as follows:
Monday Mis. Edward Noyes of
Rockland;
Tuesday. Mrs. Lester
Adams and Mrs. Harold Richard
son of Thomaston;
Wednesday.
Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery and
Mrs. Harold Weymouth of Cam
den; Thursday, Mrs. Robert W.
Hudson and Miss Mary Emery of
Rockland; Friday, Miss Margaret
Simms of Clark Island. Mrs. Ray
mond Spear and Mrs. Bowdoin
Grafton of Thomaston.

Uzzeii photo

Miss Priscilla Irene Nash

Mrs. Carrie Nash of Washington
and Burleigh Nash of Rockland
announce the engagement of their
Miss Elaine Enid St. Peter
daughter. Priscilla Irene, to Allan
Pease, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Mr. and Mrs Kermit J. St. College, Portland.
Pease of Appleton.
Mr.
Purdy,
son
of
Mis.
Grace
Peter announce the engagement
Purdy, Detroit. Mich., is a gradu
Miss Nash attended Rockland
There wiU be a meeting of of their daughter. Elaine Enid,
ate of Maine Maritime Academy, schools and is employed at thc
to
James
S.
Purdy.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
and is now employed by the Over
night at 7.30 at the Odd Fellows
Miss St. Peter is a graduate of seas Navigation Corp., N. Y., as --------------------------------------------------- 1
Hall. Thei e will be a Scotch auc Maine Central Institute. Pittsfield.
third officer oil the S. S. Harold Friendship
tion after thc meeting. Plans are and is a student at St. Joseph’s ( T. Andrews.
HELEN FALES
being made for a rummage sale
Correspondent
later this month. There will be a
Leaving for a world cruise by
At the Polio benefit card par
Tel. Temple 2-9954
rehearsal of thc drill team follow both ship and plane on Sunday is
ty sponsored by Rockland Em
ing th<* meeting.
Mis. William D. falbot of 73 Tai- blem Club Thursday night thc
Mrs. Norman Benner and infant
bot avenue. Mrs. Talbot, who ex door prize was presented to Flo daughter Deborah Ann returned
Mrs. John Ro.ss (Sylvia Davis, pects to return May 7. will leave rence Leo. A money corsage to horn- from Miles Memorial Hos
daughter Judy
and Miss Alice from New York aboard the “Ca- Mrs. John Dreyer of Haddonfield, pital on Tuesday.
Crie who left Long Beach. Calif.. ronia” and will visit South Amer N. J., doll cake to Polly Crockett,
Mrs. Wavnc Havener has em
Jan. 4. were spending the night ican ports after which the ship two dinners at tin* Paramount to ployment with Ashley Walter, Jr.
in Stamford. Conn.. Thursday. will sail to South African ports. Polly Schofield, shampoo, wave in Waldoboro.
They were planning to visit Miss India. China and Japan. She will and manicure at Gilbert’s to Pol
Betty and Al Roberts spent
Celia Crie at Westbrook Junior arrive in California in May.
ly Crockett. Table prizes went to Tuesday evening with Mr. and
College. Portland, on Friday and
Mrs. Jean Morse. Mrs. Margaret Mrs. Lester Delano.
to arrive at their homes in
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Hall
Elected to the unexpired term , Nicholas. Mrs. Louise LaSalle.
Rockland Friday evening. Phone of the office of president of the j Mrs. Betty Guay. Mrs. Joann returned home on Tuesday after
calls and letters have told of a
Home for Aged Women executive ; Young of Thoma.ston. Mrs. Elaine spending the weekend with Mr.
most enjoyable and interesting
board at a meeting held Wednes Gac. Mrs. Mildred Sukfeorth. and Mrs. E. G. Venner in Port
trip across the country by station
day was Mrs. Joshua Southard. Mrs. Gail Perry, Mrs. Marilyn land.
wagon via the central route 66
Rev. Everet E. Pender and
The meeting of 16 board members, Estabook. Mrs. Constance Macfrom Los Angeles to St. Louis.
Phail. Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs. Earl Stanley were in Port Clyde
hel*, at the home of Mrs. Pearl
Last Sunday they were guests at
Evelyn
Clark
Mrs.
Janette on Thursday.
Foss of 11 Beech stree t, also elec
the Will Rogers Motel in Tulsa,
Small. Mrs. John Upton Mrs. Ar
Stork Shower
ted Mrs. Dorothy Dowling as vice
Okla. Many points of interest
lene Bisbee Miss Martha Bur
A stork shower was held on
president.
Other
officers
re-elected
have been visited with the Grand
kett and Mrs. Lillian Berliawsky. Thursday evening for Mrs. Carl
Canyon in Arizona being the high were. Miss Charlotte Biiffum,
ton Winchenbach at the home of
secretary;
and
Miss
Katherine
light. Mrs. Ro.ss and little Judy
Diplomacy is a tactful way of Mrs. Archie Wallace.
Refresh
will spend several months with Veazie. treasurer. Mrs. Southard saying “nice doggie” until you ments of punch, sandwiches, and
and
Mrs.
Dowling
will
hold
their
Mrs. Ross’ parents. Mr. and Mrs.
have time to pick up a big stick. cake were served by the hostess.
Theodore Davis. Camden Road, positions until the Jun*- annual
Invited guests were. Mrs. Doug
while Ensign Ross is in Japan. meeting at 'which time a presi
Usually men with tin* most lass Wallace, and Mrs. Alfred
Miss Crie will spend the weekend dent and vice president will be character have the fewest habits.
Wouri of Waldoboro. Mrs. Herbert
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. elected to serve. The two women
Benner. Mrs. Thomas Benner,
Some men convince themselves Mrs. Basil Burns. Mrs. Stanley
Ernest Crie. 11 James street, be are serving out unexpired terms
of previous officers.
by trying to persuade others.
fore returning to U. of M.
Simmons. Miss Edna Simmons.
Mrs. Horace Kelley, Mrs. Vernard
Gould. Mrs. Almon Burns, Mrs.
Charles E. Stenger. Mrs. Woodrow Verge, Mrs. William Gilchrest. Miss Eda La wry, Mrs. Ar
thur McFarland. Mrs. Maynard
Winchenbach, Mrs. Robert Wa,
lace. Mrs. Harlan Wallace, Mrs.
Albert V. Orff. Mrs. Elden Cook
Miss Patty Cook. Mrs. Donald
Simmons. Mrs. Raymond Cush
man. Miss Lalia Cook. Mrs. Lester
L. Black. Mrs. Ava Delano, and
the hostess Mrs. Archie Wallace.
Fire Dept. and Auxiliary Met
Members of the Fire Dept. and
Auxiliary met at Winchenpaw’s
Upper Hall on Wednesday night
tor their annual business meeting.
The treasurer of thc Women’s
Auxiliary Fire Dept.. Betty Rob
erts reported a balance of $699
in the treasury at thc end of the
year.
Irma Benner, secretary,
stated in her annual report that
the ambulance had made 35 calls
lor the year. After the business
meeting slides were shown by
Rev. Everett E. Pender and Mrs.
Lewis L. Benner, and movies by
Mrs. Albert Roberts, after which
homemade ice cream and cake
was served by the committee.
Mis. Madelyn Thompson. Irma
Benner. Helen Falcs and Mrs.
Roscoe E Simmons. The calen
Mrs. Dorothy Bird, outgoing president of the Rockland Girls Scout Council. Inks over a silver biscuit dar committee for the year 1956
warmer presented her by Ihe council in recognition for her past year s work. Holding the warmer is her consists of Mis. Frank Oonary,
daughter, Carolyn Bird. Girl Scout of 'I'roop 6, who presented tin* gift on behalf ol the council. Front tin* Mrs. Arthur Barbour, and Mrs.
loft, Mrs. Bird, seated, Mrs. Madlene Jackson, new council president; Mrs. Leona Whitohill. new vice
I’hoto by McKeoi. Ruth Dow. Donations were re
president and < arolyn.
ceived from Mrs. Alfred H. Mor
At the annual meeting of thc see retary’s record as a permanent registrar. Fiances Lowe.
ton. Luther Wotton, Louise Jones.
tribute.
Mrs
Virginia
Kunesh
Membership nominating com Claude Patch. S. E. Prior, and
Gul Scout Council held in th< Con
spoke in appreciation for the niittee: chairman. Evangeline Syl- Arthur McFarland.
The next
grcgational
Chunk
Thutaday
Leaders Association.
Mrs,
Bird vester, Estelle Bitler, Alice West, meeting will be on Wednesday
night. Mrs Madlene Jackson was , was presented an inscribed sterl Madeline Maloney and Lucille Na
evening at 7.30 p. m., Jan. 25, with
elected president. Gill Scout lead ing bun warmer by her daughter, son.
election of officers.
Camp. Helen Plummer; nublic
ers and assistants and troop com- . Carolyn Bird, representing thi
Church Services
relations. Mildred Crie; publicity
At 10.30 Sunday morning in the
Madlene Barbara Griffith; program Alice Advent Christian Church. Pastor
lunch. Coffee was served
Jackson was welcomed try Ihe or Soule; Juliette Low. Winona Gay; Everett E Pender will be speak
Council President Dorothy Bird
ganization and presented a cor American Girl.
Phyllis Grispi; ing from the topic, "What Did
conducted the meeting and called sage of roses from th
aders organization Dorothy Prcnch and Jesus Mean When He Said—Today
! for annual reports from all offi Association.
Iva Ware.
Shalt Thou Be With Me In Para
cers and committee chairmen.
The complete slate of Council
Finance.
chairman.
Dorothy dise?” Stillman Havener will suMrs. Henrietta Crane, on b -half officers and committees for 1956 Radcliffe
Jean Johnson. Helen
of the Council, gave a comn. n-la- is as follows president Madlene Lawrence; safety chairman. ElzaFLY Anywhere Plane and hotel
tion of the fine service rjud*rod <Jackson; vice pr esident Leona da Barstow; training chairman
reaervation*. tickets, information
ROCKLAND TRAVEL SERVICE.
j Scouting by Mrs Bud. Her r> - I Whitehall; secretary. Sally Has- Evelyn Halligan. Marie Studley;
Slate Sews Co , Tel. 563-K
marks ueie incorporated into the | kell; treasurer. Eleanor Wasgatt; ( member at large. Dorothy Bird.

Madlene Jackson Heads Girl Scout Council

plant of Van Baalen-Heilbi un
Company.

&

Mr. Pease graduated from Ap
pleton High School in 1950 and is
employed by James Robbins &
Sons of Searsmont.
No date has been set for the
wedding.
pervise the Sunday School ses
sion at 12 m. All prayer warriors
will meet in the vestry at 6.30
p. m. A special service for young
people has been planned for
7 p. m.
Music, testimonies,
choruses by young people. Pastor
Pender will speak from tbe sub
ject. “Ten Commandmens for
Young People.” Prayer and tes
timony meeting Tuesday at 7
p. m.
Mrs. Sidney Prior will
make the choice of the Bible
chapter to be read in the meeting.
Loyal Workers and Milers will
hold their meetings on Thursday
at the regular hours.

.Miss Joan Strong, formerly of Thomaston, now of Waterville, a
sludent at Mt. Ida College, Newton Centre, Mass., where she is taking
the airlines hostess course, has won a scholarship at the college.

Engagement of

Teen Council To

Mary E. Hyssong
Is Announced

Hold Party At

Dr. John W. Hyssong and Mrs.

Hyssong of 506 Third avenue, As

bury Park. N. J., announce the
engagement of their daughter
Mary Elizabeth to Henry Carl
Cook, son of Mrs. Sovella Co k
and the late E. L. Cook of Cen
treville. Alabama.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Asbury Park High School and is
employed by the Asbury Park Na
tional Bank and Trust Company.
Mr. Cook is a graduate of Bibb
County High School. Centreville.
Ala., and received his Bachelor
of Science degree from Ala bam’?.
Polytechnic
Institute,
Auburn.
Ala. He is employed by the U. S.
Department of Interior, in Okla
West Rockport
homa City, Okla.. as a hydraulic
MRS. MABEL HEALD
engineer.
Correspondent
Dr. Hyssong was at one time
pastor of the Baptist Church at
Mrs. Hartwell Dowling (Arlene
Roc kport and is now pastor of thc
Keller) and son Hartwell, Jr.,
Asbury Park. N. J.. Baptist
expect to leave for Japan Jan
Church.
21 to join Lt. Dowling, who is sta
tioned there ,with the U. S. Air
Force.
Obituary

Snow Bowl
Committee

members

for

the

gala Teen Council party and dance

planned for Jan. 28 at the Snow

Bowl on Hosmer Pond in Cam

den were named at a meeting of
the council Wednesday evening at
the Community Building.
In other business, the. council
voted to have a constitution and
elected Mabel Foster as publicity
chairman.
The group agreed to charge 50
cents per person and 75 cents per
couple for the Snow Bowl party
which was originally scheduled for
Jan. 21.
Committee members are: tick
ets. Charles Cross, Mary Kent.
Sandra Minot. Janet Ripley and
Sally Flood; refreshments, Joseph
Anastasio, Mabel Foster. Bill At
wood. Carolyn Bird and Mary
Soule.
Clean-up, Sally Flood, Diane
Valenta. Mary Kent, Dick Gard
ner, Sandra Strickland, Mabel
Foster, Bill Atwood. Roberta
Boothby and Ronald Achorn.

The Tuesday Club met this
JOSEPH PHILLIP COTE
People who are always running
week with Mrs. Harvey Lunden.
Joseph Phillip Cote. 75. retired into trouble always believ? that
Raymond Pendleton. Jr of the
mill worker of Camden, died in txouble runs after them
the U.S. Air Force who is spend
Bangor. Thursday. Mr. Cote was
ing a furlough with his parents in
born Oct. 27. 1880. at St. John’s.
Waldoboro was guest soloist at the
Quebec, the son of Franics and
church Sunday.
His nephew.
THE
Louise Bouliam Cote.
Jonathan Colburn, son of Mr. and
Until his recent retirement he
Mrs. Neil Colburn was dedicated
YOUR CHOICE
was captain of Hose 1 of thc Camat that service.
d«*n Fire Department and was em
Mrs. Bernice Leach of Rockland
CAN BE YOURS
ployed by the Camden Woolen
was thc guest Tuesday of Mrs.
FOR
Nellie Lanison and Mr. and Mrs. Company for over 40 years.
He was a memher of St. Thom
Myles I«amsou.
LESS than RENT!
Ralph Thorndike. Sr is confin»*d a. Episcopal Church of Camden.
Surviving are his widow. Mrs.
to his home by illness.
Joseph Blake of Beverly Mass., ! Emma Cote. Camden; one daugh
spent the weekend with his sister. ter. Mrs. June Gill, and a grand
daughter. Miss Patty Gill, both of
M rs. Alice Tolman.
WILL SUPPLY
The Singing-Sewing 4-H Club Chatham, N. J.
Funerai services will be hi*ld I
COMPLETE
met at the home of the leader
MATERIALS, FIXTURES
M rs. Helen Lunden on Jan. 7 Saturday (today) at 10.30 a. in. 1
Seven members were present. from the Gilbert C Laite Funeral
For As
A
The meeting was opened bv sing Home. Camden, with Rev. Haig
Low As
Month
Interment
ing "America" and giving th* Nai-esian officiating.
flag salute and club pledge. Lur will be in Mountain View Ceme- 1
ing the business meeting it was tery. Members of the Fire Depart
NO DOWN PAYMENT
voted to give $1 00 to the March ment will serve as bearers.
of Dimes.
The two "Wildlife
Local Reprcssntative
Scrapbooks" were finished and othy Bennett with about 20 guesta
Amos Garrison
the girls are ready to start on present. The gift table was at
their "Cartoon" scrapbooks. Mrs. tractively decorated with a big.
Tri. 1I3&-W4
Lunden read "What Makes a Good stork made of crepe paper hold
Cook.” The girls planned menus. ing a baby in his bill, and the'
The next meeting will be Jan many dainty gifts were arranged ’
20 at 3 30 p. m.
around him. The centerpiece on I
the refreshment table was a yel
low baby basket with a miniature i
doll. A* lunch of sandwiches, i
VINALHAVEN
cake and coffee was served.
PATRICIA DUNCAN
( hureh News
Correspondent
Tel. 172
Sunday morning. Jan. 15. Rev. ;
W S. Stackhouse will continue his {
.special series of sermons with the J
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Skoog
subject “For Whom The Bells j
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Ashley
Toll."
Genthner and Mr. and Mrs. Da
Sunday evening services are in
vid Duncan Jr., at a dinner par
formal ar.d evangelistic. Every
ty on Wednesday night.
one is invited to join in for one
Shower Party
hour of Christian Fellowship.
A stork shower was held Wed
Church Night Wednesday will I
nesday evening for Mrs. Miona be under the direction of thc
MORE
Bennett at the home of Mrs. Dor Youth Aid Committee.

HOME^

$2904

fitful.

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR
Easy Monthly Payments

Speed and Uniformity
with
Modem Automatic
Little Giant Press
PRINTING OF
SUPERIOR QUALITY

Rockland Loan & Building Association

The Courier-Gazette
Job Dept.

Tel. 430

RICHARD P. LUFKIN, SupL

16 School Stroot

Rockland, Maine
55-S U

